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Abstract

Hard turning is a profItable alternative hl finish grinding in respect of dimensional

accuracy and surface finish to fulfill functional requirement. improved perfonnance and

prolonged service life llf the product. Hard turning is able to reduce processing time,

production cost, ,urfacc roughness and ~elUptime appreciably in comparlson to grinding.

But high heat generation at high production machining increase tool wear and deteriorates

the job quality. The conventional cutting fluids are not that effeetlve in such situation.

Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) is a suitable alt~'l"natlvein thi. regard,

In thi, research work, the effects of MQL on cutting perfonnance of hardened

AISl4320 steel in respect of chip f<,nnalion, chip-tool interface lemperarure, tool "ear and

produel quality have been ~tudicd using coated carbide insert (SNMG-TN 4000). Three

types of culling fluids (soluble oil, vegetable oil and VO 68 cutting oil) have been used to

compare the relative performance of th'l'>eculling fluids with each olher as well as with

that of dry condition,

Compared to dry condition, MQL performed better mainly due to substantial

reduction in culling temperature that enabling favorable chip-tool int~'l"actlon.This also

facj]jtated the substantial reduction in tmll "ear. dimensional inaccumcy and surface

roughness. The result:>indicatcd that the u,e of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) by

VG 68 cutting oil pcrformed better in comparison to other cutting fluids in respect of chips

formation mode. culling temperature, to"l wear, surface roughness and dimcnslonal

devialion,
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Introduction

Parts manufactured by ca,ting. fonning, or shaping processes often require furtller

operations before the product is ready for use, These operations arc done by machining

processes, Machining is the broad term which describes the removal of material from a

workpiece. Machining system covers cutting, abrasive operations slich as grinding,

nontraditional machining processes using cl~trjcal, ch~mical and optical >Durees of

energy, The pre:;ent and future manufacturing industries are e"enlially required to address

differenl challenges and needs, ,uch as high production rate, high quality and development

of advanced material~, cost competitivene» and environment friendliness. All

manufacturing industries and aclivities need to plan lheir strategies and resources in light

orthese factors.

The requirement or manufactured part\ in terms of complexity, shape, material,

si7e, elC. inevitably enforce\ the manufacturing firms to adapt new optimization strategies

for the manufacturing processes, allowing the use of latest manufaduring techniques. The

part sequences in the manufacturing process, are generally diverse, and are directly linked

to the part shaping proces'. A process can include sequences of molding, fonning,

shearing, thennal trealment and finish maehming process, Optimi7,ution ;lra!cgies can
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-
avoid or delete certain sequences, according to t~e initial shapes and the necessary

requirement of the final part. The actual optimization strategics aim at increasing the

productivity, quality, or the cost reduction by searching

I, optimal material removal;

II. impmving machining accumcy;

jii. reduction of the number of operations and the machining all""unccs; and

iv. introducing of efficient and flexible sequences

Producers of machined components and manufactured goods are continually

challenged to reduce cost, improve quality and minimize setup limes in order to remain

competitive. frequently the answer is found with new technology sol\ltions. Such is the

case with grinding "here the traditional "perations involve expensive machinery and

generally have long manufacluring cycles, co,tly support equipmcnt, and lengthy SclUp

times, The newer solution is a hard turning process, which is best performed wilh

appropriately configured turning cenlers or lathes [t J-

Thc conventional method for producing precilion products ha, bccn soft

machining and heat-lrcatment, fini,hing wilh rough and fine grinding, and finally honing

lhe heat-treated component. In order to increase flexi hility of production and make it more

agile, manufacturers have realized the polential of replacing thc grinding nperalions with

hard turning. The turning lalhe can incorporale more operation" making it easier 10 reset,

and it has fewer lype_dependent tools than a grinding machine. In short, the hard tllming of

components is a more suitahle technology for the produetinn of small lots than grinding,

2



In order to change from grinding to hard turning, three level, of substitution can

be recognized: tile first level substitutes rough grinding; the second lnel substitutes fine

grinding; and the last level include, substinnion of the honing operation, The more

grinding and honing can be substituted, the greater are the benefits of hard turning, In

order to accomplish thi" it is necessary to have good knowledge of the surface integrit}

created by hard turning [2]. Hard machining makes a major contribution to search

flcxibility during the machining of hard alloys or high mechanical strength materials, In

fact, intermediate operations such, as grinding operations can be eliminated. This. in most

cases, lead, to substantial co~t reduction in manufacturing, and therefore hard turning

operations are developing wide application, in industry.

liard turning is an emerging tcchnology that can potentiaHy replace many

gtinding operations due to improved productivity, increased flexibility. decreased capital

expenses, and reduced environmental waste. The ultimatc aim of hard turning is to remove

work piece material in a single cut rathcr t11atla lengthy grinding operation in order to

reduce proce>sing time, production cost, surface roughne", and scmp time, and to remain

competitive. So hard mrning is a developing technology that nlTersmany potential benefits

compared to grinding, which remains the standard finishing process for critical hardened

steel surfaces. High materia! removal rate and relatively low tool cost are some of the

economical benefits, To increase the implcmentation of this technology, questions about

me ability of this process to produce surfaces that meet required surface finish and

integrity requirements must be answered, Additionally, the economics of the process must

be ju,tified, which require, a better understanding of tool wear patterns and I1fe

prcdictions, The potcntial economic benefits of hard turning can be offset by rapid tool

3



wear or prcmature tool failure if the brittle cutting tools required for hard turning are not

used properly, Even steady. progressive tool wear can rcsuit in significant changes in

culling forces. residual stresses, and micro-structurai change, in thc form of a rehardened

surface layer (often referred to as white layer) [3].

Thc machining of hardcned steel i, almost aiways cited in literature using dry

cutting, bffaus~ thc increase of the tempcrature mak~, ehip defonnatioll and shearing of

the hardened mat~rial, casier. Nevertheless, high temperaturcs cause an inconvenience

such as workpiece amendment, which affects dimensionai and geometric accuracy and

runs the risk of 'ourlacc integrity. On the other hand, in complcte abse~ce of coola~t, chip

transportation causes an increase of tool-ehip and tool-workpiece friction, "" a result

increased CUllingforce as "ell as abrasive "ear and attrition. Currently. this problem is

tried to be controlled by reducing heat generation and removing heat from thc cutting zone

through optimum selection of machining parameters, proper selection and applieation of

cutting f1lLid.Some recent techniques have enabled partial control of the machining

temperature by using heat resistant tools llke coated earbides, CI3N etc, Nevertheless, the

drive to minimi7e the usc of coolant whenever feasible ha, advantaged hard turning which

has been ,uccessfully perfonned. Nowadays. due to teehnologicai innovations, machining

without cutting f1l1id,i.e. dry culling, is already po"ible, in some ,ituations. During dry

cutting operations, the friction and adhesion between chip and tool tend to be higher,
.' ~.

whi~h causes higher t~mpcrature, higher wear rate and, consequently, shorter toollifc.

During hard turning. generated heat is mainly dis.,ipatcd in the chip and in the

workpiece, a rather small part of heat f10wsto the tool. Howevcr, the highe,t temperature

is obtained at the tool--{;hip interface that leads to diffusion wear and cutting edge

4



degradation. The heat generated usually allers the microstructure of the alloy and induces

residual stresses. Residual stresses are also produced by plastic defonnation without heal.

Heat and deformation generate cracks and micro structmal changes, as well as large micro

hardness variations.

Applying cutting fluids in the metal cutting process is the most common strategy

to improve tool life, product surface finish, size accuracy and make chip-hreaking and

chip-lransport easier, The conventional cutting fluids mililed in machining cause several

negative effects, since these fluids can scriously damage human health and environment.

Environmental conCCrnShave hecome increasingly important to production processes,

allied with their economic and technological aspects, These combined factors have driven

the industrial sector, re,earch centers and universities to investigale alternative production

processes, to create techno logie, that minimize or avoid the production or environmentally

aggressive residues. Large quantities of emulsion-based culling fluids for machining arc

still widely used in the metal working indu,lry, generating high costs of consumption and

disposal and atrecting the environment. The increasing need for environmcntally friendly

production techniques and the rapid growth of cutting fluid disposal costs have justified

the demand for an alternative 10machining proce,,,,,, u,ing fluids [4, 5]. Over the la,t

decade, however, the goal of research in this field bas been to restrict as much as possible

the use of cooling fluids and/or lubricants in metal-mechanical production processes. The

economical and environmental concerns on the use of culling fluids lead 10the research of

near dry machining several years ago [6, 7]. Near dry machining refers to the usc of a

small amount of culling fluid. typically in the order of 100 mllhr or Ie", which is about

ten_thousandth of tbe amount of cutting fluid used in flood-cooling macbining [8, 9]. The

5



conccpt of near dry machining is based Onthe principle of less lubrication "ith dry surface

aller the machining process. This is the minimum quantity lubrication required in lhc

machining process. Therefore, nCardry machining i, also recognized a, minimum quantity

lubrication (MQL) machining.

Minimal quantity luhricalion (MQL) is a method of supplying lubrication in

machining to achieve both environmenlal and economical benefits. Typically, an MQL

sy,lem supplie:; 0.3 - 0,5 mllmin of a metal working fluid (MWF) with pre:;surized air or

other ,upp1cmental ga:;e" "hereas a conventional sy:;lcm supplie:; about several thou:;and

ml!min of MWF. The conventional flood supply :;y,lem dcmands more reSOurccs for

opcration, maintenance. and dispo:;al, and resulls in higher environmental and health

problems, MQL machining has many adva~tages in this regard [6, 10, 11].

Minimum quantity lubrication (11QL) sy,tem has long been employcd

successfully in vari"u, metal curtiug, sawing and shaping proce"e,. Thls sy:;tem employ,

mainly clIning fluid:; that are non-soluble in "aler, espccially mineral oils. Due to the very

small amounlS of cutting fluids used, one mu:;t consider that the costs ,hOllld not prevent

the use of high technology compositions in the field of additive oils, Vegetal-based

malcrials are being increasingly used. According to Heisel et ai, [12], these oils, inhaled in

the fonn of aerosol, reduce !he health ha7.ard factor. Over the year, sevctal re:;earche"

have employed minimum quantity of lubricants in machining and grinding of steel:; and

advanced materials and reported that if empioyed judiciously and effectively, minimum

quantity of lubricants can etTectively combat the high culling temperature inherent in high

production machining and grinding [12-16].
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Machining of hardened steel and olher difficult-t(}-cut materials requires instant

heat transfer from the cuuing edge of the t(}olto improve tool life. Supply of cutting fluid

often provides the best answer. Machining by MQL condition has been widely used on so-

called "hard to machine materials" such a, high-temperature alloys like hardened steels

and titanium. These materials cannot be cut effectively without cooling, cven though dry

cutting is becoming increasingly widespread. The use of cryogenic coolant casily reduces

culling temperature and chip load, provides improved tool life and surface finish as" rcsult

increa,e all the machinability indices. But the u,e of cryogenic coolant i, limited due to the

high cost and difficult handling of cryogen.

The knowledge (}Vcrthc performance ()[ cutting fluid, wh~n applied to different

work materials and operations is of crucial importance in order to improve the efficiency

of most conventional machining processes. This efficiency can be measured, among other

parametcrs, through culling: tool life and workpiece surface fini,h. However, the costs

associated with the purchasc. handling and disposal of cutting fluids arc leading to the

development of tool materials and coatings which do not require their application. In thi,

work, the perfonnance of three Iypes of cutting fluids (m'o emulsions and one synthetic

fluid) will bc compared to dry cutting when continuous turning hardencd AlSI 4320 ,tee!

using coated carbide insert (SMNG-TN 4000). Thc following: parameters will be

evaluated: cutting temperature, chips form, tool wear mechani,m, lurfacc finish and

dimensional accuracy.

7



1.2 Survey of tbe PreviousWork

Until now, ample re,eareh and investigations have been done in different parts of

the world on machinability of different materials mainly in respect of chip morphology,

cutting temperature, cutting forces, chip tool interaction, tool wear and tool life, surface

inlcgrity and dimensional accumey willi and withoul (dry machining) using cutting fluids.

Environmental pollution arising out of conventional culling fluids application has been a

serious concern of the modem machining industries. Research has also been iniliated On

control of such pollution by minimum quaotity lubricant (MQL) and their technological

effccts particularly in lcmperature intensive machining and g.rinding. A brief review of

some of the interesting and important contributions in the closely related areas is presented

in this section.

This chapter is intcnded to provide background information relevant to this

research, Because hard turning requires advanced euttlng tool materials, description, of

scveral candidale materials are presented with arguments for or against their selection for

machining hardened steels. Next, a brief introduction (0 tool wear i., given. Alter the

introductory material, recent re,eareh in hard turning is reviewed 50 that the importance of

this research in the context of other work will bc evident. The lilcrature review is

eategori7ed inlO the following areas: machine tool requirement., dimensional accuracy.

chip formation mechanism, surface integrity, effects of surface integrity on performance

and 1001wear,

8



1.2.1 Hard Turning

The manufacture of a product had been aUempted to be done as rapidly aod

inexpensively as possible. Now that more environmental regulations are being put in piace,

manufadurers are forced to tc-cvaluate their manufacturing processes and reduce or

eliminate their waste streams. The waste streams pre,ent in machining include eurting fluid

flow, chip 110w,and eulting tool usage. The machining temperatutc could be reduced to

some extent by improving the machinability characteristics of thc work material and

surface integrity minimized by optimizing the tool geometry and by proper selection of the

process parameter>. Hard turning of machine parts is a production process that holds

considerable promise for the future since i( is an effeclive mcans of increasing

productivity. In reecnt years hard luming become an attractive and effective solution of

finish machining procell because it has many advantages, such as higher flexibility,

shorter cycle times, lower COlt,and a higher matcriai removai TIltc[17].

Precision hard turning applications have increased dtastically in manufacturing

industry because it potenliaHy provides an aiternative to conventional grinding in

machining hardened wmponcnts. Thil new technoiogy significantiy reduces the

production time, tooling costs and the capilai investment [18]. especially for low voiume

production. Koning [19] also presenled lhat turning of hardened steel, have been an

attractive aiternative to costiy, yet environmentally harmful, grinding processes. Benefits

of hard turning over grinding have been reported including short cycle lime, process

tlexibility, part longevity, and less cnvironmenlal impact. Scientific and engineering issues

of hard- turning, been frequently investigated, range from cuUing mechanics, tool wear

surface integrity, to part accuracy [20].

9
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Tonsholf et aL [21J found numerous advantages to replacing grinding with hard

turning operations. Even though ,mall depths of cut and feed rates are required for hard

turning, material removal rates in hard turning can be much higher than grinding for ,orne

applications. It has been e,timated that resulting reduction in machining time could be as

high as 60% [22]. This would facilitate t1exible manufacturing systems and reduced batch

sizes, which are becoming more important in industry, Aside from decreases in machining

time, a reduction in the number of required machine tools may also he observed as a result

of the increa,ed l1exibility of the turning process as compared to grinding [19, 21]. A

reduction in the number of machine tool; would also be likely to teduce part handling

co,IS and the cost associated with multiple operalOrsand machine ,elups, Another cost and

envirnnmental advantage of hard turning is the possihle elimination of cutting coolant.

It seems obvious that hard turning is an auractive replacement for many grinding

operation<, h"t implementation in industry remains relatively low, particularly for critical

surfaces. Thi, is because hard turning is a relatively ne" processing technique, and several

questions remain "nanswered. lIard lurning can influence the workpiece surface

microstru~ture by generating undesirable residual stress patlems and over-hardened

surface mnes that are referred to a, "white layers' [22,23]. The cause and effBCtof these

residual stress patterns and white iayer generation are not fully understood, Also, becau""

culling tools required for hard turning are much more expensive than tool, for

conventional turning, tool life must he investigated to assure the economic justification for

replacing grinding operations with hard turning. To become a realistic replacemenl for

many grinding operations, hard turning:must prove its abilily to create equivalent finished

10
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surfaces. Geomctric tolerances must be held, and undamaged surfaces that eonfonn to

surface roughness requirement, musl be generated.

Au,chner [24J and Konig et al. [23J have shown that under ideal conditions, part

gcometry and ,urfaee finish comparable to those generated by grinding can be hard turned

wilh exlremely rigid machine tools and new cutting insert matenals. However, with less

rigid machincs and improper cutting eondilions, too! wear becomcs excessi~e and

eliminates any cost savl~gs associated with hard lurning. Worn cutting tools have also

been found to increasc the magnitude of surface damage observed on hard turned

components. White layer and residual tensile ,lresses have been found to exist, and are

expected to rcduee fatigue life. However, Abrao and Asplm'all r25] in their research

comparing the faligue lives of hard lnrncd and ground surfaces found lhe hard turned

surfaces to have increased lives despite the existence of brittle white layers. Compressive

stresses have also bcen found on hard turned surfaces tltat improve fatigue livcs [26, 27]

Thiele et al. [28] reported that residual stresses on the machined surface are known to

innuencc the service quality of the component, such as fatigue life and tribological

properlies. and distortion. The profile (magnitude and direction along the depth) of the

residual stresses can grcatly enhance or reduce the fatigue lifc of a bearing. II is believed

that compressive re,idual stresses are mOrCfavorable for rolling contact fatigue Iifc than

tensilc rcsidual sire,,",.

1.2.2 Tool Wear with Heat Resistance Tools

Hard turning i, a turning operation perfonned on high ,trcngth alloy ,It:cls

(45<HRC<65) in order to reach ,urface roughncs> close to those obtained in grinding.
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Extensive research being conducted on hard turning has so far addressed several

fundamental questi,,", concerning chip fonnation mechani,,,:s, tool-wear, surface intcgrity

and genmetric accuracy of the machined components, The major consideration for the u,er

of this relativcly newer technology is the quality ()f the parts prnduced. A notable

observation i~ that flank wear of the cutting tool has a large impact on the quality nf the

machined parts (surface finish, geometric accuracy and surface integrity). For components

with surfacc. dimensional and geometric requirements (e.g. bearing surfaces), hard turning

technology is nfien not economical compared with grinding because tool-life is limited by

the toierances required (i.e. high flank wear rate). Poulachnn ct al. [29J present the various

mndcs of wear and damage of the polycrystalJinc cubic boron nitrides (PCB~') cutting t(>o1

under different ioading conditions, in order to establish a reliable wear mndeling. Flank

wear has a large impact on the quality of the part, pwdueed and the wear mechanisms

have to be understood to impwve the performance of the tool material, namely by reducing

the flank wear rate, The wear mechani~m, depend not only on the chemical composition of

the PCB}!, and the nature of the binder phase, but also on the hardne<>value and above all

on the micru,tructure (percentage of martensite, type. ,ize, composition of the hard phases,

etc,) of the machining work material.

The potential economic bencfits of hard turning can be offset by rapid toni wear

or premature tnnl failUre if the brittle cutting tools required fnr hard turning are not used

pwperly. Even steady, pwgressive tool wear can re~ult in signif1cam changes in cutting

forces. residual stre"es, and microstructural changes in the fonn (}fa rchardened ,urface

layer (often referred to as white layer). Research in this area ha, often focused on the

choice or appropriate cutting tool materials, with results typically indicating that CBN

12



tools perform better than carbides or alumina based tools [17, 31)..32]. Under proper

conditions, CBN tooling can easily pay for its expensive initial COlt with substantial tool

life. However, short tool life is not the only result of rapid tool wear. flank wear has been

found 10 be the most significanl factor affecting the dcpth of white layer [33]. Similar

detrimental elTects on residual stre"e, and white layers hav~ been found by other> [17, 22,

25,34]. Thus, even acceptable wear rales can lead to tool; lhat produce unacceptable

surface integrity. Without a bettcr understanding of thc wear beha~ior of CBN tools and

the effecls of worn tool, on workpiccc surface quality, implementation of hard turning will

remain limjt~d.

High flexibility and the ability to manufadure complex workpiece geometry in a

,ingle step represent the main advanlage of hard turning in comparison to grinding,

Furthermore, Liu and Mirtal [35 J concluded lhal lhe substitution of lhe grinding processe.'

with hard turning enable, lhe avoidance of coolants and it i, a green machining

lechnology, Despite the,e advantages, not many developments have h~en sees in recent

year,. There has been very linle researeh to help to understand the interaction between the

workpiece hardness and PCBN tool under comfortable culling condition [36]. Udea el aI,

[37J investigated the influence of the culling temperature and the workpiece materia! of the

cutting edge. From m'o-eolor pyrothermal radlation of the 1001conducted through a hole of

an internally lurned tube, it can be clearly stated that lhe lemperature increases "ith the

cutting speed and with the hardl1es, of the work piece. Elbeslawi ct al. [38] experimentally

found that the cutting performance of PCBN 100is during the high speed finish milling of

H13 1001steel of hardness up to HRC 55 their experimental re,ul! show that the wear on

high CBN tool, decrease a, lhe workpiece hardness increase. Fleming and Valentine [39J
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e~tima!cdthat the self induced heat generation at the cutting zone is up in the range of 650-

750"C, and is enough to reduce (he hardness of the material in contact with the cutting

tool. The heat induced soft cutting means that the PCBN is not in ccmtad with the

workpiece in its hard ~late, thus giving the PCBN a longer tool iife compared with thaI of

other culling material~, Liu et al. [40J showed (hat, the changing role of cutting

temperature is not in accord with (he traditional metal cutting theory, When (he workpiece

materiai hardne~s is HRC 50, the CUllingtemperature i~optimum. With further increase in

the workpiece hardness, the cutting temperature shows a descending tendency. Again it is

found thaI the ctl"cctsof cutting speed on the PeBN tool are much Ie" lhan the carbide

tool and the ceramic tool.

Balzers [41] ~howed about 80% of ali machining operations are now performed

with coated tools, Among the coating systems available on the market, titanium-based hard

thin films have found the widest acceptance. They tend to improve the wear resislanCe in

many cutting applications [42, 43], by reducing friction, adhesion, diffusion and to relieve

thermal and mechanical stresses On the ~ubstratc, Gl7e~ik [44] srudied the culling

mechanics of various coaled carbide took He shows that depending on the coating. lhe

(ooi-chip contact arCa and the average temperature at the tool-workpiece interface are

modified, without proving that coatings are able 10insuiate the suh~trale,

According (0 Ko"nig et al. [30], for turning hardened steels, cutting tools must be

made ofmateriah whieh fulfili the foliowing requirements: high degree of hardness at low

and high temperatures: high transverse rupture strength (higher tllan 390 N/mm2); high

toughness; high compression strength, high resistance to thermal shock and high resistance

to chemical reactions, Tonshoff and Amor [45] observed thaI (he improved hard tool
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materials like PCBN, uncoated carbide, ceramic" and more rigid machine tools provide

high f1exihility and ability to manufacture of complex workpiece geometry in a singlc slep

which also repre,ent, the main advantage of hard turning. Furthermore, tile hard turning

enables the avoidance of coolants and it is a green machining technolog)'.

Machining hardencd stec!s using advanced tool materials, such as PCBN, or with

multilayer coated carbide tools at high cutting speed, has certain advantages compared to

tile traditional machining sequence of processes, i.e., soft machining, heat treatmenl and

grinding. Lower cutting force, residual stress, reduced cycle time and mainly low energy

consumption, are some of lhosc advantages, [46-48]. According to Ezugwu et al. [49J and

Coelho et al. [50], PCBN tools offer excellent perfonnance when machining hardened

steels; however, their costs are ,till relatively high. Therefore, it becomes interestiog wme

studies on machining hardened steels using multilayer-coated carbidc tools, which appear

to be tilc best choice fur carbide. This work asseSSeSsome aspects of turning hardened

AISI 4340 (48-50HRC) using TlCN-AI203-TiN. Some heat aiso ari,e, on the tertiary

zone, where the tool relief face ,lides on the newly machined surface. This last souree is,

however, nOlconsidered in most cases, either for simplicily, or because the heat generated

i, very small when using sharp cutting edges. The heat generated in those zones is

di,lribllted among the to"l, the workpiece, the chip, and after that to the environment. Heat

generated at the shearing plane can make the cutting action easy, but it can now into the

cutting edge and that will negalively allcct tool life hy shortening it. In general, the most

important point in machining proce"e, is the productivity, achieved by cutting the highest

amount of mal~rial in the shortest period of time using tools with the longe,l lifetime.

Combining all the parameters involved in the machining process to maximize productivity
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is, nevertheless, a very complex task and becomes much more difficult when working at

high speed cutting in hardened steels. In general, when machining sleel wilh coated

carbide tools different tool wear mechanisms occur, such a" abrasion, adhesion, oxidalion

and even some diffusion, which act simultaneously and in proportions depending mainly

on the temperature, [51]'

Machining of hardened steel components using geometrically defined cutting

tool, have been researched by [19] and developed to replace some grinding operations that

are costly, yet degrade the environment due to coolant needed in grinding. Ceramic

materials with high hardness, in particular, cubic boron nitride (CB}:). have been

employcd in machining hardened stee1[22, 24]. Even though there have been reports of

succe"ful examples of using CBN tools for hard turning, the practices in the industry are

still not widespread, One challenge is tool and work material scicctions at different

conditions, e,g. conlinuous versus intermittent cutting, CI3N tool materials have different

compositions and can bc significantly differenl in pcrformance. High CBN content tools

wilh mctallic binder (CHN-H) arc rccommended for roughing, but low CHN content tools

with ceramic binder (CBN-L) are more appropriale for finishing, rurlhermorc,

microstructure, of the work material can also remarkably affect the hard turning process,

In hard turning. Frederick Mason [52] conclude lhal the temperatures generated

by the culling speeds oftQday's advanced tooling can adually prevent low pre"ure flood

coolant from entering the cutting mne. The majority of the cooling and lubricating aspects

of a flood coolanl stream are lost as the cuolan! is vapori7ed prior 10 entering the cutting

zone.
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Anciro et aL [531stated thRtby measuring the temperature underneath the carbide

insert and u,ing the gradient to calculate values near lhc rake face, in real machining

conditions, has sho"n reasonable values. Some resulted relatively low, compared to some

other previous works, although within the ,arne range. Temperature near the rake face

inerea.,es significantly when the doc changes from 0.2 [0 0.4 mm. The increa,e in contact

length between chip and rake face can be responsible, ,ince il grows, together with unell!

chip cross section. The results obtained. show lhat only the dQCi, significant within 95%

confidence inlerva[, for the temperature, in tile range te,led. TOQ[life "as particularly

long for the coaled carbide le,ted, yielding around 1,000 m of cutting length wilh

relatively low flank wear. If that is compared to PCEN tool at ,imilar cutting conditions, it

1, about half tOQIlife, bUl PCBN prices are, probRbly, more then lwice coated carbide

price. Surface roughness values were all belo" 0.9 mm Ra and at the be,l eurting

conditions, it could be kept below 0.4 mm Ra. Those values are inside the range nonnally

obtained by grinding operations at normal cutting conditiom.

1.2.3 Surface Integrity during Hard Turning

A large number of theoretical and experimental .,tudies on surface

roughne,s of hard turned products have been reported. These sludies show that

clIltlng condition, ,uch as cutting speed. feed mte, depth of cut, 1001geometry, and

lhc material propertie, of both the tool and WOrkpiece,ignificantly Intluenee ,urface

finish of the machined paris, In some ,tudie" roughness ha, been measured directly

with a slylus to obtain lhe surfRee profile. Thus, a stylus can be u,ed for in-process

measuremenl [54]. However, ule of a stylus resull' in destruction of the sensor head

due to high surface speeds of the workpiece. Tracing has also been accomplished
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by using a vibratory ~tylus [55]. ReaJ.time measurement of roughncss implies

assessing the conditions of the workpiccc just behind thc cutting edge of thc tooi.

Surface inspection has been conducted typically as a post proces, operation, which

is both time consuming and uneconomical since a number of non-confonning parts

can be produecd prior to inspection. However, ,ince the workpiec-e rotate, at

relatively high speeds in turning operations, in-process mea~urements should be taken

with non-conta~t transducers. Optical reflection has been restricted to measurement,

of relatively smooth surface~ generated by lapping, grinding and other finc

machining. '1 hi, technique is based on the prin~iple that ref1ect~d light from the

relatively smooth surface exhlbits an exponential distribution with regard to the

detecting angle. A definite relation has been found by Salhyal1arayanan and

Radhakrishnan [56] between the average inclination of roughncss profile and the

,urfa~e roughness. providing that a limited range of the finishing operation remams

consistcnt..

Surface properties such a~ roughn.ss arc critical to the functionaiity of ma~hined

components. Increas~d understanding of ,urfaee generation mechanisms ~an be used to

optimize machining pro~e"es and to improve component fun~tionality_ As a result,

numerou~ inve,tigations have been conducted to determine the effect of parameter~ ,uch

as feed rate, tooi nOse radius, ~utting ~peed and depth of cut on surface roughne~~ in

rurning operations [57-60]. These inve,tigations show consistently that the surfa~e

roughness i, predominantiy a function of the feed rate. However, these investigations are

unable to explain and predict the surface roughness at low feed rates typical of finish

machining. 13e~a\l~ethe r~stllts from prior investigations of _,urfacc roughness do not
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,ufJjcient!y account for the behavior at low feed rates, motivation exists to study lhe

eITeetsof additional faclors largely neglected in previous studies. These factors include the

tool cutting edge geometry and lhe workpiece material properties. The culling edge

geometry, commonly referred to a.' edge preparation, is particularly significant in finish

turning because the feeds used for finish cuts are often of tile same order of magnitude a,

the edge geometry. Therefore, much of the tool-workpiece interaction occurs along the

cutting edge. Workpiece properties arc significant because (he plastic defonnation of the

workpiece contributes to the surface generalion process and these properties can be

modified to vary the pla,tic deformation characteristics, Hard turning serwS as an ideai

proceS' to examine the effect, of workpiece properties and tool edge geometry on lhe

surface roughness and on additional responses such as the culling forces. Workpiece

properties such as hardness are significant in hard turning because this process is defined

by a characteristic type of chip formallon (segmented), resulting typically from lhe

machining of high-hardne •• materials [61, 62]. Additionally, hard turning encompa"es a

reiatively wide range of workpiece hardness values (45-70 HRC). Cutting tool edge

geometry is critical in hard turning because tool\ wilh superior edge ,trenglh arc required

10 withstand the large 1001 stresses produced. As a result, various lypes of edge

eonl'gurations such as hones and chamfers are applied to the inserl [19]. Furthermore,

"hen hard turning is typically used as a finishing process, the un-deformed chip thickness

is the same order of magnitude as the culling edge geometry.

In a study related to hard turning of bearing race" Liu and Mittal [27] found that

the integrity of the hard turned ,urfaee is better than that generated by abrasive super

finishing processes, The microprofile of the turned surface has a lower root mean square



surface roughncss for equivalent average surface roughncss, Re~h and Moisan [63]

presented that I1nishing~utling pro~csscs, such as grinding or hard turning, have a great

influen~e on the surface integrity, because of the thermome~hanieal materiai removal

mechanisms. rhe hard turning proce~s is interesting with regard to its ~apacities to

producc a low surface roughness (Ra is less than 0.2 fllll) during a long cutting tlme and

also to induce compressive residual stresses when machining at low feed rate and low

cutting speed. Feed rate is the major parameter that influences lhe surface roughnes;,

"hereas cutting speed is lhe major parameter thaI influences the residual stre" level.

Thiele and Melko!c [26] published lhe results of an investigalion eon~erning the

effect of cutting edge geomelry and workpiece hardness on surface generation in jlnish

hard turning. They found that increasing the edge hone radiu, tends to in~rease the average

surfa~e roughness. They attributed this 10 the in~rease in the ploughing ~omponent

compared to the shearing component of deformalion. The etlect af edge hone on the

,urfaee roughness de~reased with in~rease in workpiece hardness. However, Thicle and

Melkote did no refer to the effect of edge hone when tool wear starts to occur. Elbeslawi

and Kisbawy [38] published in 1999 their conclusions regarding the effcets of pro~ess

paramders on material side flow during hard turning. They noted that even a small feed

should improve the surface finish, it could actually lead to more matcrial side flow on the

machined surface and hence, lu a deterioration of the surface quality, In addition

increasing the tool nose radiu, led to ploughing of a larger part of the ~hip, hence, a ,evere

material ,ide flow exists on the machined surface. Their experiments were ~arried out on

bars of carbun nitride ~ase hardened ,teci AISI 4615 (60HRC) using BZN 8100 PCBN

cutting inserts,
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Ko and Kim [64J instigated the surface integrity and machinability in intcnnirtent

hard turning considering a ball bu,h made of AISi 52100 as workpiece. The conclusions

were that the low conlcnt CBN tool is ,uperior to a high content CBN tool in terms oftool

wear and surface integrity for intermittent hard tlErning.However, they concentrated their

attention on the so-called white layer and the characteristics of the residual stresses. Not

many authors speeificaily concentrated their research on lhe effect of tool wear to surface

roughness evolution in hard turning, Their findings and area of investigation are ,lill

reduced to a restricted nlEmberof machining conditions,

El-Wardany et al. [65, 66] ,tudied the quality and integrity of the surface

produced and the effect, of culling parameters and tool wear on chip morphology during

high-speed luming of AISI D2 cold work tool steel in it, hardened state (60-62 IIRC), The

metallographie analysis of the surface produced illustrates the damage surface region that

contains geometrical deCeetsand changes in the sub surface metallurgical ,tmeturc. The

types of surface damage are dependent on the cutting parameters, tool geometry and the

magnitlEde of the wear land,. Kishav.'Yand Elbestawi [67] Investigated the tool "ear

characteri,lies and surface integrity during high-speed turning oC AISI 02 cold work tool

,leel. A wlde range of relldual stress distributio", beneath the machined surface was

obtained depending on the cuning parameters and edge preparation. The unfavorable

ten,ile residual stresses were minimized at high cutting 'peeds and high depths of cut.

Hard turning is also very attractive 10 manufacturers because this process is

possible without the u,e of cutting fluid or other lubricants. Dry cutting is bencficial

because of the elimination of the cost of the eutling fluid as well as the high cost of fluid

disposal [68]. As the environmental impact of manufacturing processes is undcr more
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scrutiny today (han ever, manufacturers ma} find it advantageolls to use dry cutting

processes l69].

In hard luming, cutting forces and heat generation are higher in hard turning since

culling speeds are relatively low, a greater fraclion of the heat generated during

chip formation will be conducted into the part. Coolanls are often not used in hard

turning in order to reduce costs and to prevent tool breakage from t11ermal shock.

According to Reach and Moisan [63] finishing clItting processe.', such as grinding or hard

turning. have a great influence on the surface integrity, because of the thermomcchanical

material removal mechanisms. The hard turning process is inleresting with regard (0 its

capacitie, 10produce a 10\, surface roughness (Ra< 0,2 11m)during a long cutting time and

also to induce compressive residual stresses when machining at 10" fecd rate and low

cutting speed. Feed ra(e is the major parameter that influences the surface roughness,

whereas culling speed is the mlljor parameter that influences the re,idual stress level.

1.2.4 Hard Turning with MQL

Machining is inherently characterized b} gcncralJon of heat and high cutting

temperature. At such elevated temperalure the cutting tool if not enough hot hard may lose

their form stability quickly or wear oul rapidly resulting in increased cutting forces,

dimensional inaccuracy of lhc product and shorter lool life. The magnitude of this cutting

temperature increase" though in different degree, with the increase of culling velocity,

feed and depth of cut, as a result, high produellon machining is constrained by rise in

temperature, This prohlem increases further with the increase in strength and hardness of

the work material.
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Vleugels ct al. l70J observed that thc contact length between the tool and chip has

a direct influence On the cutting temperatures and the amount of heat energy that is

di,sipatcd in the tool which cnhances thermally activated chemicai wear. Maximum

temperaturc is found to develop on thc rake face of the tool. at a certain distance from the

cutting edge, where crater wear occurS. Thc amount of energy dissipated through the rake

face of the tool also raiscs the temperature a! the flank:; of the tool. Rced et al. [71]

reportcd that the hardness, plaslle modulus and the fracture toughness of the tool decline

with increase in cuumg temperature, which accelerates tool wear rate. Moreover, thermal

stresses in the 1001increase with the temperature resulting in more cracks in the tool and

premature failure of the tool. The high cuUing temperature also causeS mechanical and

chemical damage of the finished surface. Machining involves extensive plastic

deformation ahead of the tool in a narrow shcar zone and friction bctwcen the rake face

and the chip; high 1001temperatures; freshly generated, chemically active surfaces that can

intcract extensively with the tool material and high mechanical and thennal stresses Onthe

tool [72].

The current trend in machining practicc is higher material removal rates and or

higher cutting spceds. The cutting tool must resist these severe conditions and provide a

sufficiently long economical tool life. Orlen, a cutting fluid is u,ed to rcduce the tool

temperatures by cooling and reduced the heal generated due to friction by acting as a

lubricant. In high spccd machining conventional types and methods of application of

cutting fluid havc bccn found to become Icss effective. With the increase in cutting

~elocity and fccd, the cutting fluid cannot properly enter the chip-tool interface to cool and

lubricate due to bulk plastic contact "fthe chip with the tool rake lurfacc.
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Usually the high culling temperature ;, controlled by profuse cooling [73-75]. Hut

such pr{lfuse cooling with conventional cutting nuids is not able to solve these problems

fllily even when employed in the form of jet or mist. With the advcnt of some modem

machining process and harder materials and for demand fnr precision machining, the

control of machining temperature by more effective and eftjeient cooling hal become

extremely essential. Gcnerally, suitable culling nuid is employed to reduce this problem

throllgh cooling and lubrication at the ~utting zone. But it has been expcricn~ed [76] that

lubrication is cffe~tive at low 'peeds when it i, accomplished by diffusion through the

workpiece aod by forming solid boundary layers from the exlreme pressure addilives, but

at high speeds no ,umeicnt lubrication effect is evident. The ineffeCliveness of lubricalion

of the cutting fluid at high speed machining is allributed [77] to the inability of the ~utting

fluid to reach the actual cutting zone and particularly at the ~hip-tooi interface due to bulk

or plastic conta~t at high cutting speed,

Enormous efforts to reduce the use of lubricant in metal cutting are being made

from the viewpoint of cost, ecological and human health issues [6-7, 78-79). Minimal

quantity lubrication (MQL) can be considered as one {Ifthe solutions to reduce the amount

of lubricant. Again Conccrn for the environment, health and .afel} of the operators, a,

well as the requirement> to enforce the environmental protection laws and occupational

safety and health regulations are compelling the indllstry to consider a Minimum Quantity

Lubricant (MQL) machining process as one of the viable alternative in,lead of using

~onventional cutting t1uids, In some appJi~atlons the consllmption of ~utting fluids has

been reduced drastically by using mist lubrication, However, mist in the industrial

cnvlronment can have a serious respiratory effect on the operator [80]. Consequently, high
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standards arc being set to minimize this effect. Use of euttillg f1uid\ will beeome more

expensive as these stalldards are implemented leaving: nO alternative but to consider

environmelltally friendly manufacturing.

All experiment was preformed in the area orhard turning:ATS] 4340 with 2 mllhr

oil in a []ow of high pressure air at 20 MPa by Yaradamjan et al. [81J It wa, found that

cutting under near dry lubrication had beUerperformance tban lhal in dry or wet cutting in

lerms of cutting forces, culling temperatures, ,urface roughness, tool life, culling ratio and

tool-chip contact length. Lower culling forces, lower cutting: temperatures, better surface

fUlish, shorter IDol-chip contact length, larger cutting ratin and longcr tool life were

observed in near dry turning compared with tho,e in dry or wet cutting:. Thc mcthod to

estimate the cutting temperalure was also provided bul there was not any comparison

bctween predicted culling temperatures and measurements,

Apart from the cost aspects, Heisel ct al. [82J found thaI culling t1uids repre,enl,

a serious problem to the preservation of lhe environment and to human hcalth. Therefore,

Minimum volume of oil (MOY) technique may represent a compromise betwcen the

advantage, and disadvantages of completely dry cutting and cutting with abundant soluble

oil. MVO is a leehnique, which consi,ls of the application of a very small volume of

cutting ni] (usually less than J 00 mllh), in a []ow of compressed air. This small amount nf

oil, mosl ofthc time is enough to 5ubstantiaHyreduce friction and to avoid the adhesion of

the chip on the 1001.When abundanl cuuing t1uld is used, the machined surface is flooded,

while when MVO is uscd the lubricant is placcd just ill the conlacl area of the tool-chip

and tool-workpiece. In lhis lcchnique, the lubrication function is carried oul by the oil and

cooling is provided mainly by compresscd air. Comparing the above to wet culling, Heisel
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et aL [831, pointcd out some advantages: (a) the amount of fluid u,e<1is much lower; (b)

reductioo of costs with oil maintenance, recycling and rejcction; (c) the w(}fkpiecesremain

almost dry, eliminating washing operation; (d) the low contcnt of oil which stays on the

ehips makes their drying unneces,ary,

An ~xpcriment was don~ to investigate the ~IT~ctsof oil-water combined mist on

turning stainless stcel with the U5e of 17 mlihr oil and 150 mlilu water mixture [84]. The

use of oil-waler combined mist could prevent the production of buHt-up edge (l:llJE) while

BlJE was observed wh~n culling dry or wilh oil mist. Therefore the workpiece surface

finish under oll-water combined mist was better than that under dry, oil mist or water

soluble oil applications, Lower cutting temperatures were abo observed with the use of

oil-water combined mist compared tn cutting dry or with oi Imist. Diniz ct al. [85J applied

10mlihr oil in turning AlSl52100 steel wilb CBN tools. The supplied air pressure was 4,5

bars. According to the experimental data, the following conclusions were drawn, 0) Dry

and near dry machining had similar performance in terms of CBN tool flank wear, always

better than the tool life under flood cooling. (ii) The workpiece surface roughness

mea,ured in near dry culling was close to that obtained from dry cutting.

When turning AJSI 1040 steel thc intluence of near dry lubrication on cutting

temperature, chip formation and dimensional accuracy was investigatcd by Dhar et al.

[15]. The Illbrieant was supplied at 60 mllhr through an exlernal nozzle in a flow of

compressed air (7 bar). Based on the machining tests, the authors found that near dry

lubrication resulted in lower cutting temp.raturcs compared with dry and flood cooling.

Tile dimensional accuracy under near dry lubrication presented a notable benefit of

controlhng the increase of tile workpiece diameter when the machining time elapsed where



tool wear "as observed. Dimensional accuracy was improved with the use of near dry

lubrication due to the diminution of tool wcar and damage.

The effects of cutting fluid on tool wcar in high speed milling were studied by

Lopez el al. [86]. Doth near dry lubrication and flood cooling were applied when cutting

aluminum alloys, In addition to expcriments, they also pcrformed computational fluid

dynamics (eFD) simulations for estimating thc penetration of the cutting fluid to the

cutting Lonc. The oil flow rates of 0.04 and 0.06 rol/min were studied. Thc prcssuriled air

was applied at 10 bars. The results showed that (1)with the help of compressed air, the oil

misl could penetrated the cutting zone and provide cooling and lubricating while the CPO

simulation showed that the nood coolant "as not able to reach the tool leeth; (ii) the

nozzle position relative to feed direClion was vel) important for oil flow penetration

optimization, Sasahara et al. [87] reported that in Ihe case of helical feed milling for boring

aluminum alloy. cutting forces, culting temperature and dimension accuracy under ncar

dry lubrication were close to those under flood cooling condition, Rahman et aL [9, 88]

performed experiments in end milling "ith Ihe usc of lubricant al 8.5 mlihr oil flow rale.

I"heoil was supplied by the compressed air at 0.52 MPa, TIle workpiece malcrial was

ASSAI3 718111I sleel. The experimental results showed that: (1) 1001 wear under near dry

lubrication was comparable 10that under flood cooling when cutting at 10" feed rates, low

speeds and low deplh of cuts; (2) the surface finish generated by near dry machining was

comparable to that under nood cooling; (3) culling forces were close in both ncar dry

machining and flood cooling; (4) fewer burrs fonned during near dry machining compared

to dry cutting and flood cooling application; (5) the tool-chip interface temperature under

near dry lubrication was lower Ihan in dry cutting but higher than that in flood cooling.
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The effect of minimum quantity lubricant Ontool life when drilling carbon steel,

"ith high speed steel I\,i,l drills was investigated by Heinemann et aL [89]. The cutting

tluid flow rate was 18 ml/hr. It was found that a continuous supply of minimum quantity

lubricant conveyed a longer tool life while a discontinuous supply of lubricant resulted in a

reduction of tool life A I"w-viseous and high cooling-capable lubricant provided a longer

tool life when different lubricants were used for an exlernal MQL-supply in the tests.

Brinksmeier et al. [14] applied minimum quantity lubrication in grinding. Two different

work materials were u,ed: hardened steel (16MnCr5) and tempered steel (42CrM04V).

fhe minimum quantity lubricalion was implemented under 0.5 mllmin oil flo" rate and 6

bar pressurizcd alr. With reference to the grinding te,ls, Ihc following re,ults were

observed: (i) both dry and near dry grinding would cause thennal damage on the hardened

material with the creep feed grinding operation; (il) acceptable surface finish was obtained

under minimum quanti!}' lubrication if the material removal rate was low; (iii) the type of

lubricant used in minimum lubrication had a significanl in!1uence on the surface finish.

The analy,is of lhc cooling effect of culling tluid for both minimum quantity lubrication

and t100d C(loling was also presented. Howevcr, lhere was not a wmparison behveen

predicted and measured culling temperatures

ltoigawa et al. [901 invesligated tile effect, and mechanisms in minimai quantity

lubrication by use of an inlemliltent turning proce" of aluminum silicon alloy_E'pecially

a ditl"crcnee bw.o.'een minimal quantity iubrication (MQL) and MQL with "ater is

in'peeted in detail to elucidate boundary film behavior on the rake face. He concluded that

MQL "ith waler droplets gives good lubrication performance if lhe appropriate lubricanL

such as synthetic e,ler, is used. MQL with synthetic ester, withoul water, shows a
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lubrication effect. However, tool damage and material pick.up onto !he tool surface cannot

be suppressed.

1.2.5 Summary of tbe Review

A revic" of the literature on ma~hinabili!y of dIfferent commercial hardened steel

sho''S thaI ,evcral researcher.' highlights the economic ju,lifiealion for replacing grinding

operations with hard llIming. 10 become a rcalistic replacemen! for many grinding

opcrations. hard turning must prove its ability to create equivalent finished surfaces. Hard

turning of machine parts is a production process thaI holds considerable promise for the

future since it is an effective meanS of increasing produclivi!y. In recent year> hard

turning has become an attractive and effective solution of finish machining process

because it has many advantages, such as higher proccss flcxibility, shorter cyclc times,

lowcr cos!, higher material removal rate, part longevity, and less cnvironmental impact

Again lhis ncw teelmology significanlly reduces the production lime, tooling costs and lhe

capital investment. The ultimate aim of hard llIming is to reduce force, temperature, tool

wear. tool life, quali!y of surface turned, and amount of material removed are also

predicted.

According to the researchers for turning hardened steels cutting tools plays very

important role. The machining of hardened materials has become possible due to the

development of a ne" generation of too! materials and machine tools. The turning of these

materials demands the use of cutting tools with a high degree or hardness, mainly at high

temperatores, and also tile use of machine tools with high rigidity and very good accuracy.

The principal properties expected frolll any tool material are high hot hardness, touglmess
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and chemical stability. For machining hardened steels advanced IDol materials. ,ueh as

cubic boron nitride (CBN), polycrystalline cubic nilridc (PCEN), or wilh multilayer coaled

carbide tools are u,ed.

Through reviewing the lilemture it is investigated that the control of machining

temperalurc and its detrimental effects. It i, realized that the machining temperature has a

critical influence on chip formation mode, tool wear, tool life, ,urfaee roughness and

dimensional deviation. All these responses are very important in d~ciding the overall

p~rformance of the tool. At the elevated lempcrature the cutting lools may undergo plastic

defonnation and attain rapid tool wear because by adhesive, ahrasive, chemical and

diffusion wear at the flank>and the crater, The dimen,ional aecuracy and ,urface in!cgrity

of the workpiece also deteriorate due 10high temperature, The conventional cutting fluids

arc not that effedive in high speed machining particularly in continuous culling of

malerials likes steels. Furlhcr the conventional culling tluids are not environment friendly.

The di'polal of the cutting f1uids often leads 10 local water pollulion and soil

contaminalion. Recycling and reuSCof conventional culling tluids are further problems,

Minimum quantity lubricant (MQL) is a promising new technology in high

production machining and grinding, which economically addresses the current processes'

environmental and health concerns, In lhis process the minimum quantity lubrication

(MQL) is impinged through a nozzle preeiscly at the narrow culling zone with a "pmy of

air and cutting oiL Signitieant progress has been made in dry and semidry machining

recently, and minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) machining in particular has been

accep!cd as a succe,sful semidry applicalion because of its environmentally friendly

characteristics.
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Completely dry culling has been a common industry practice for thc machining of

hardened ,leel parts. These parts typically exhibit a very high specific cutting: energy.

Traditional belief, indicate that completely dry cutting of them, as compared to flood

culling. lowers the required cutting fore,"and power on the part of the machine tool as a

result of increased cutting temperature. However, achievable tool life and part fini,h often

sutfer under completely dry condition, Therefore, the penni"ible feed and depth of cuI

bave to be restricted. Under these considemtions, the concept of minimum quantity

lubrication (MQL) present, ilself as a possible solution for hard turning in achieving slow

tool wear "hile mamtaining culling forces/power at reasonable levels, provided lhat the

minimum quantity lubrication parameters can be strategically tuned. Minimum quantily

lubrication (MQL) presenls itself as a viable aUemalive for hard machining with respect to

tool wear. heat dissertation, and machined surface quality. tn different re,earch the

researehers compare the mechanical performance of minimum quantity lubrication (MQL)

to completely dry lubflcation for the turning of hardened steel materials and examine tbe

tooi temperature, white layer depth, and part finish. The resuhs indicate that tile use of

minimum quantity lubrication leads to reduced ,urface roughness, delayed tool Hank wear,

develop tool life and lower cutting temperature, while also having a minimal effect on the

cutting forces.

1.3 Objective oftbc Preseot Work

It is very straightforward from lhe previous literature survcy that minimum

quantity lubrication (MQL) can control remarkably thc CUllingtemperalure as compared to

dry machining. MQL assisted hard turning ha, been widely used, became of high cutting
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temperamre generatell during machining no! only reduce, 1001life but ai,,, impairs the

product quality, The temperature becomes mme intcnsive when culling velocity anll feed

are increased fm higher MRR and the work materials are relatively difficult to machine for

their high strength, harden ability and ies,er thcnnal conductivity, These materials cannot

be cut effcctively withoul cooling, even though dry culling is becoming increa,ingiy

widespread. Cutting t1uids are widely used to reduce thc cutting temperaturc as well a,

redncc force anll surface integrity, ]n this regard, it has aiready been observed through

previ"us research that proper application of MQL may play vital role in providing not only

environment friendliness but alw some techno-ewnomical benefits,

The main objedivcs of the present wotk is to conllud an experimental

investigation on the role of three types of cutting fluids (soluble oil, vegetable oil and VO

68 culling oil) in continuous turning of hatdened AISI 4320 sleel using coated catbide

insert on the major machinability characteristics in respect of

L chip, form (chip shape, chip c"lor and chip thickness ratio)

ii, cutting temperature

iii, tool wear mechanisms

average principal flank wear (VB)

maximum flank wear (VM)

average auxiliary Uank wear (VS)

iv, surface finish (RJ and

v. dimen,jonal accuracy



1.4 Scope of the Thesis

Application of minimum quantity of iubricant, (I\.1QL)is a potential technique

cspeciaily where thc cutting temperaturc is a major c'>nstraint 1ll achieving high

prodlLClivityand job qualily. But overall economical viability demands that such MQI.

application docs not affect the e,sentially important technologicai requirement, rather

works favorable in respect of cutting power consumption, product quaiity and tool life.

Keeping that in view, the present research "ark has been taken up to expiore the role of

different cutting tJuids on the major machinability characteri,tics in turning hardened AISI

4320 steel by coated carbide tool (SNMG 120408-TN 4(00) under different conditions.

Chapter 1 presents the general requirements in machining industries, benefils of

hard-turning over grinding process, role of culling tools and techm>iogical-economieal-

environmental problem" associated with the high culling temperature and the convcntionai

cooiing practices and expected role of minimum quanlily of lubricant (MQL) in hardened

steel. Survey of previous work and objeClivcs of the present work arc also presented in

ChaptH 1.

Cha(lter 2 deals with method of heat treatment of the given alloy steel and also

design and development of the minimum quantity of lubricant (MQL) system for the

present work to enable proper cooling of the cutting lOne_ Chapter 2 also presents the

procedure and conditions of the machining experiments carried oul and the experimental

results on the effecl, ofMQL, relative to dry machining on chip morphology, cutting zone

temperature, culling tool wear, surface in!cgrity and dimensional deviation in turning
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hardened steel under different culling condition~_ Calibration result, of tool-work

theTIlloeoupleare also presented in this chapter.

Chapter 3 provides comparisons of cutting performance under different cutting

envirnnmenl under different cuning conditions. Smdies nn cutting temperature, ehlp

morpholngy, tool wear, surfaee integrity and dimensional deviation are discu~sed.

Chapter 3 also contains tile detailed discuss inns on the experimental rewlt, and possible

interpretatinns nn the results nbtained. Finally, a summary of major contributions and

future work is given in cbapter 4 and references are provided at the end.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Investigations

2.1 Introduftion

The alloy steel (AlS! 4320) was heat treated to produce desired hardne" as well

as great variety of microstructures and properties. The whole process was done in an inert

environment by using continuous flow of argon gas. Generally, heat treatment uses plm",

transformation during heating and cooling to change a microstructure in a ",lid state, In

heal treatment of specimen, the processing was most often entirely thermal and m"dil1e,

only structure. Thermo-mechanical treatments, which modify component shape and

structure, and lhenno-chemical treatments which modify surface chemistry and structure,

arc also important processing approaches which fall into the domain of heat treatment.

The high culling temperature generated during machining of hardened steel not

only reduces tool life but also impairs the product quality. The lempcrature become, more

intensive when cutting velocity and feed are increased for higher MRR and the work

materials are relatively diffienlt to machine for their high strength, harden-ability and

le"er thermal conductivity. Cutting fluids are widely used 10 reduce the culling

temperature, But the major problems associated with the use of conventional method" It

has already been observed through previous research that proper application of MQL may

play vital role in providing not only environment friendliness but also some techno-
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economical benefit,. Again using different cutting fluids sllow varying performance in

reducing cutting temperalurc,

2.2 Material Hardenillg

The malerial used in the thesis was allo) steel named AIS! 4320 steel (Nickel-

chromium-molybdenum steel), It was a long solid bar which had been sliced in small

pieces wilh the help of band saw to fit into lhe electric furnace. Thc working lenglh of the

pieces was 230 mm with diameter of 74 mm a, ,hown in Fig.2.1. To make provision for

pulling the red hot metal pieces from furnace, hook had to be facilitated. Using drilling and

boring tools a through hole was crealed in the solid shall in radial direction. A trlangular

hook of mild steel was attached to the work piece so that the work-piece can be pulled out

from the furnace with the help of a tong, A test ,ample made from lhc same material was

also prepared, It was a rectangular block with dimension 25mmx 15mmx 10mm. Thi, was

made for the hardness test.

Fig. 2.1 Work material specimen for hardening

Eieclric furnace of high heating element waS uscd for heat treatment. Before

loading the ,",ork piece and the test ,ample, the furnace had to be made oxygen free to

avoid oxidation because a scale was fanned on the surface of the work malerial during
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hardening. Due to scale forming, curb,lOquickly deposited from tbe work piece. In this

clrcumstance. two ceramic pipes of internal diamelers of 3 mm and 4.5 mm were

connecled with the furnace inlet und "utlel respectively. The other end of the ceramic pipe

with 3 mm internal diameter was conn~ted to an arg\ln gas cylinder with the help of a

hose pipe. The door of the el«tric furnace was sealed and isolated from the almosphere by

an asbestos sheer. Argon gas was passed through the furnace chamber to drive out air a<

"ell as oxygen. it was done by high flow rale of argon gas of about 7 lilers per minute at a

pressure of 130 bar>. Aller IWOminutes, the flow rate was slowed down and held it al 5.5

lilers per minute. At this point the rumaee was rurned on with 5 amperes current rating. It

took three hour, to raise the temperature to 900"C and held the work material at that

lemperalure for one hour. Schematic view orlhe heat treatment set up i, ,hown in Fig.2.2.

Fig.2.2 Photographic view of healtreatmenl set-up
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A quench tank having capacity 140 liters wa, ,et up on the t100r of heat treatment

Iah. 10 kilogram, ice and 10 kilograms of sodium chloride was mixed with 120 liters of

water to prepare a 10% brine solution, Thi, mixture reduced the absorption of atmo'pheric

gases that, in tum reduced the amount of bubble'. A, a result. brine wetted the metal

,urface and cooled it more rapidly than water. ln addition to rapid and unifonn cooling, the

brine removed a large percentage of any scale that may be present. The work picee was

pulled quickly but carefully out from the furnace u,ing a tong and was immersed it

vertically into the brine solution. The solution was stirred vigorou,ly for about 10minutes

and was continued the quench until the ,pecimen was cool enough to handle using bare

hands, Heat transfcr was not so fa,t through the stcam laycr. On the other hand the very act

oftransfonning the water into steam means the water has to take in enormous amount, of

cnergy to transform the water from liquid state to gaseous ,tate (steam), Moving the part

and re--cireulating the water aids in getting the best quench. The test sample wa, abo

quenched in the same solution following same manner.

Quenched carbon steel, always required to temper because of steels are often

more harder than needed and too hrittle for most practical uses. Also, several internal

stresses like residual ,tresse, are set up during the rapid cooling from the hardening

temperature. As a result, to relieve the internal stresses and reduce hrittleness, tempered

was done. The set.up for tempering is ,hown in Fig,2,3. The procedure of tempering is the

re-heating of specimen below it, re-crystallization temperature (160'C). Holding the

specimen at that temperature for a one hour then cooled it usually in still air, The resultant

strength, hardness, and ductility depend on the temperature to which the specimen i,
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heated during the lempering proce>s. The purpose of tempering was also to produce

definite physical properties within the spedmen.

I<';g. 2.3 Photographic view of tempering set-up

The sample was cleaned and ground a tlat surface of 0.015 inches deep aiong the

face of the sampie. Hardness of the sample "as measured on the C scale of Rock-well

hardness lester. The hardness of the sample before heat treatment was 163 HR~ and after

heat trealment it became around 37 HRC.

2.3 Experimental Procedure apd Conditions

The machining tests have been carried (}utby llIming a hardened AISI 4320 steel

in a lathe (7.5 kW) at difTerentcutting velocities (V) and feed rates (f) under dry and MQL

(l\'m emulsions and one synlhetie Illlid) condition at a ~onstant depth of cut (d) by standard

coated carbide in;ert (SNMG-Tr-' 4000). Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) machining
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has been accepted as a successful semidry application because MQL has positi~e part on

environment friendliness as well as tedmo-economical benefit. To evaluate and nplore

the role of different cutting fluids on the machinabiiity distinctivene" of a tool-work

combination, frequently used in machining indu,tries, mostly in terms of chip

morphology, cutting temperature. tool wear, surface finish and dimcnsionai deviation,

which manage product quality, productivity and overall economy is endeavor of the

presenl work.

The conditions under which the machining tests have been carried out are briefly

given in Table 2.1, A number of cutting velocity, feed and depth of cut have been taken

over relatively wider ranges keeping in vicw the industrial recommendations for the tool-

work materials undertaken and evaluation of role of variation in V and f on effectiveness

of MQL. Keeping in view less significant role of depth of cut (d) on cutting temperalure,

saving of work malerial and avoidance of dominating effecl of nose radius on cutting

temperature, the depth of cut was kept fixed to only 1,0 mOl, which would adequately

serve the present purpose.

Ellcctiveness of cooling and the related benefits depend on how do,ely the MQL

jet can reach the chip-tool and work-lOol interfaces where, apart from the primary shear

zone, heat is generated. Considering common interest and time constraint only coated

carbide inserl has been used for the pre,ent work. The tool geometry is reasonably

expected to play significant role on such cooling effectiveness. Keeping this view a

standard tool configuration namely SNMG-TN 4000 has been undertaken for the present

work. The insert has been clamped in a PSB}''R 2525 MI2 type tool holder. The nozzle tip

orientation regarding the cutting insert has been seUling after a few trials and fixing an
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Ilardn~" (HRC)
Slze

lnclined metal ,,1ripe10 the insert holder and n07z1~tip attaching on It. The thin but high

velocity stream ofMQL hm;heen heading tor along the auxiliary culling edge of the insert,

so that the coolanl reachcs as close to the chip-tool and work-tool interfaces as po<>ihle

and cools lhe above mentioned inlerfaces and both the principal and auxiliary tlanks

eff«tively a'5well. Fig.2.4 shows me photographic view of/he experimental set up U8edin

th~ present investigation.

Table 2.1 Ex erimental eondition8
laebine tool Lathe Machine(China), 7.5 kW

ork materials Hardened A1Sl 4320 steel
rC 0.17-0.22, Mn 0.45-0.65, Si O. I 5-0.30, Ni 1.65-2.00,
Cr 0.40.0.60, P 0.035 (max), S 0.04 (max), Mo 0.20-0.30]
37
Diameter = 74 mm and l~nglh= 230 mm

utting tool Coated Carbide, SNMG-TN 4000, Widia

Coaling
Geomelry

001bolder
roeess parameters

Cutting velc>cil},V
Feed rate, f
Deplh of cut, d

MQL supply

Environment

TiCN
.6".--6°,6°,15°,75°,0.8 mm
PSI1NR 2525 MI2 (1S0 spedlkadon), Wldia

82. 114 and 163 m/min
O.lO, O.J2 and 0.14 mm/rev
1.0mm
Flow Rate 150 mlihr, Air Pressure 23 bar, Oil Pressure 25
bM
i. Dr}
ii. MQL (Soluble oil)
iiLMQL (Vegetable oil)
iv. MQL (VG 68 cuttin oil)



Fi~.2.4 Photographk view (If the e"perimcnrol set-up

The MOL system need, to be properly designed for aehlevlns substantl:n

tednol(lgical and economical benefit in addition 10environmental friendllne~s. Following

factors should be considered during the effective design of lhe MOL system:

i. ellcctive cooling by enabling MOL jet reach as close to the Qctualhal zonel

as possible

ll. avoidance of bulk cooling (If the to,,1 and lhc job, wbleb may ca"lilI

unfavorable metallurgical change,

lll. minimum consumption of cutting fluids by pin-pointed hnplnllemenl lllld

only during chip ronnalion

iv, pressure and flow rale of the MQL should be maintained at an optimum

level and constant throughout the cut



An MQL ,ystem using cutting fluid and compressed air e"ential1y consists of

i. eompres,or for wmpressing and delivering compressed air at the de,ired

pre"ure

11. mixing chamber for mixing cutting fluid and eompre"ed air

iii. ,uitable nonle to impinge MQL to the cutting zone

lV. pre"ure and t10w control val,es for eITeetive ~onomieaJ usc of cutting

fluid

Compre;sor and MQL applicator arc the two major componenls of MQL sy,tem,

Compre"or acts as air supply unit and i, able to develop a maximum pre"ure of 23 bars,

However, the main purpose of the compre"or i, !o ,upply air at a pressure, which is

required to set in lhe different components of MQL applicator. MQL applicator consi,ts of

three such components as fluid chamber, mixing chamber and a n07.zle,

The fluid chamber is u,ed to eon!ain the cutting fluid selected for a particular

machining and the fluid pump supplies !he cutting tluid from the fluid reservoir. The high

pressure air from the compressor enter, into m'o chamhers. one is fluid chamber and other

is mixing chamber. Fluid chamber has an inlet port and an oulle! port at the top and the

hottom respectively. It i, connected to the compressor hy a flexihle pipe lhrough the inlet

port to keep the fluid inside chamber under a constant pressure of 23 bars. It is required to

maintain the flow of culling fluid into the mixing chamber at constant mte over a long

period of time during machining. However, hased on our research requirement, fluid

chamber ha.sbeen designed with capacity of one liter so as to enahle to supply the culling

tluid continuously for at lea,t six hours during machining at a flnw rate (}f150 mlihr. The
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fluid chamber is connected at the bottom with the mixing chamber by a nipple. A needle is

inserted by a rubber pad to pcnnit a little amount of fluid flow undcr high pressure. The

compressed air through the upper inict port creates the pressure to cause the fluid to go to

the mixing chamber.

For mixing the compressed air and cutting tluid, mixing chamber is nece"ary.

Mixing chamber has two inlet ports and an one oullet port. Onc of the inlet ports permit,

high pressure compressed air to the mixing chamber. The flow of this compressed air is

controlled by a globe vaive and measured by a pressure gauge. The other port pennits tluid

Oow from the fluid chamber. The air and the cutting fluid arc mixed in the mixing chamber

so that the mixture contains minimum quantity of cutting fluid. The mixture of the air and

cutting fluid is impinged at a high speed through the nozzle at the chip- tool interrace. The

mist at the cutting zone is impinged b} the noule which is connected with the outlet port

of tbe mixing chamber. This is worth mentioning that sudden expansion at the iniet port

and contraction at the outict port of the mixing chamber result, in turbuience in the air-

flow and ensures complete or proper mixing of air with cutting fluid in the chamber.

Fig.2.5 shows the schematic view of the mixing chambcr along with nozzle used for the

present work.

Comp=""d air

CUllingfluid

'---- '-NozzleMixingchamber

MQC

Fig.2.5 Schematic view of the mixing chamber aiong with nozzle
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Different cutting fluids have different chemical composition. So, lubricating and

cooling action vary according to the different chemical composition of cutting fluids. Tn

this present investigation. three types of cutting fluids (soiuble oil, vegetable oil and VG'"

68 cutting oil) were u,ed to evaiuate the performance on machinability characteristics of

hardened AISI4320 steel.

For the impmvement of cutting performance, the knowiedge of temperature at thc

cbip-lool interface with good accmacy is essential. Several experimental and analyticai

techniques ha~e been dcveloped for the measurement oftemperatures generated in cutting

zone, The average chip-tooi interface cutting temperature was measured under dry and

MQL conditions undertaken by simple but reliable tool-work thcrmocouple technique with

proper calibration, Thermocouples have aiways become a pop"lar tool to be used in

temperature measurements during metal cuning. This method is very useflll to indicate the

elTeets of the cutting speed, fccd rate and cutting paramcters on the temperature.

Thermocouples are conductive, ruggcd and inexpensive and can operate over a wide

temperatllfc range, But prQper functioning of this technique need, care about parasitic emf

generation.

The set-up orthc calibration technique empioycd for the tQol-work thermocoupie

uscd in the present in~estigation has been prepared to be mounted on a precision lathe. Thc

tool holder used wa, screw type where the coated carbidc SNMG insert ha, been mounted,

To avoid generation "fparasitic emf, a long carbide rod has been used to extend the insert,

The workpiece was hardened steeL Tool and ,,,,,kpieee have been insulated from the

machine tool. A digital multi-meter (Rish Multi, India) ha, becn used to record emf as

milivolt. For thermoeoupie, one end of multi-meter has been connected to the workpiece
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and other end to the tool. During machining, the emf as mi1ivolt has been recorded from

multi-meter under dry and MQL conditions. So, to know the chip tool interface

temperature we need to calibrate the emf with temperature. For calibration, tool-work ba,

been bm£ed togetller and the insulated thermocouple has been Inserted in sensitive hole in

a graphite plale. A tIlermometer and multi-meter ba, been placed in another two

consecutive holes of graphite plate. Heating has been done by lhe means of electric heater.

A graphite block embedded with an electrically heated porcelain lube has served as the

heat sink. A chromel-alumel thermocouple has been used as a reference in the vicinity of

the tool-work thermocouple for measuring the temperature of the graphite block, Due to

the heating, thermoelectric emf i, generated between the tool and the workpiece. This emf

has been recorded by multi-meter at the ,arne lime tile junction temperature measured by

tile reference thennocouple has been recorded using a digital temperature readout meter

(I:urothenn. UK). Corresponding emf-temperature has been recorded in the interval of heat

apply, The cutting zone has fonned the hot junction while a cold part of the tool and lhe

workpiece has f(}fmedthe cold junction. This technique is easy to apply but only measures

the mean temperature over the entire contact area and high local temperatures which may

occur for a ,hort period of time cannot be observed.

The photographic view of calibration by tool-workpiece thermocouple technique

and varialion of temperature with different emf (mV) has been shown in fig.2.6 and

Fig,2.7 re'pectivc1y,
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Fig.2.6 Plwlographic view of tool-work Ihermocm,p1e calibration set up

250

'"" 3 4 5 6
Potential, mV

Fig.2.7 Temperature calibration curve for hardened AIS1 4320 steel and carbide
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f
2.4 ExperimentalResults

2.4.1 Machining Chips

The fonn, colour and thickness of the chip, al,o directly and indirectly indicate

the nature of chip-tool in!eradion influenced by the machining environment. The chip

,ample, collected whjle turning the hardened ATST4320 steel by the SNMG insert at

different V-fcornbinalions under dry, MQL (soluble oil), MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL

(VG 68 cutting oil) conditions have been visually examined and categoriled as per ISO

,tandard 3685 [91] with respect to their shape and color. The form and colour of all those

chips have been noted down. The thicknesses of the ~hip' has been repeatedly measured

by a slide calliper to determine the value of chip-thickness ratio, "" which is an important

index of machinability. The result~ of such categorization of the chips produced al

difTerenl V-f combinations and environments b} lhe alloy steel havc been shown in Table

2.2,

Chip lhickness ratio, r, (ratio of chip thickness before and after cut) is another

important machinability index. For given looi geometry and cutting conditions, the value

ofr, depends upon lhe nature of chip-lOol interaction, chip contact length and chip fonn,

all of which are expected to be influenced by MQL in addilion to lhe Ieveis of V and f. The

variation in value of Ie with change in V and f and as weil as machining environmenl

evaluated for alloy steel have been plotted and shown in Fig,2,g, Fig.2,9, Fig.2,10 and

Fig.2, 11 re'peclively,
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Table 2.2 Shape and color of chips produced during machining

Feedr.l;utting Different MQL enyironmenn.
rllte, f, \'elocitv, ney MQL MQL MQL
mm/re\' Y,

mlmin (Soluble oil) (Vegetoble oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

82 snarled snarled snarled snarled
ribbon blue metallic ctalli metallic

ribbon ribbon ribbon

II' snarled snarled snarled snarled
0.111 ribbon blue metallic elalli metallic

ribbon ribbon ribbon

163 snarled snarled snarled snarled
ribbon blue ribbon

golden
ribbon

golden
ribbon

mdallic

82 snarled snarled snarled snarled
tubular blue melallic etallie melallic

ribbon ribbon ribbon

II' snarled snarled ,narled snarled
0.12 ribbon blue metallic etallie metallic

ribbon ribbon ribbon

16.1 snarled snarled snarled snarled
ribbon blue ribbon

golden golden metallic
ribbon ribbon

" snarled snarled long long
ribbon blue metallic etaHi metallic

ribbon tubular tubular

II' snarled snarled snarled snarled
0.14 ribbon blue metallic etallic metallic

ribbon ribbon ribbon

163 snarled ,narled snarled snarled
ribbon blue ribbon

golden
ribbon

golden metallic
ribbon
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2.4.2 Cuttiog Temperature

During machining of the workpiece, the material ahead of the culling edge is

deformed plastically and removed in the form of chip'_ The energy required to defonn the

workpiece material and the chips is mainly converted into heat. Heat is generated at the (a)

primary deformation zone due to shear and plastic deformation, (b) secondary deformation

zone, due to the result of friction foree in the tool-chip interface and (c) tertiary

deformation £one due to friction between tool clearance face and newly genemted

workpiece surface. All such heat sources pruduce maximum tempemtllre at the chip-tool

interface, which substantially intlucnce the chip formation mode, cutting forces and tool life.

At elevated temperature the cutting tool if not enough hot hard may lose their fOTIll

stability quickly Or wear out rapidly resulting in increased cutting forces, dimensional

inaccuracy of the product and shorter tool life_-Ihe magnitude of this cutting temperature

increases, though in different degree, with the increase of clllling velocity, feed and depth

of cut, as a resull, high production machining is constrained by ri," in temperature. Again

generation of heat and high cutting temperature increase with the increase in strength and

hardness of the work material. To reduce this detriment"l culling temperature actions arc

taken. Application of conventional cutting fluid may cool the tool and the job in bulk but

cannot cool and Illbricate expectedly effectively at the chip-tool int~rfacc where the

temperature is high_This is mainly because the flowing chips make mainly plastic contact

with the tool rake surface and may be followed by elastic contact just before leaving the

contact with the tool. Plastic contact does not allow the CUllingfluid to penetrate in the

interface.Elastic contact allows slight penetration of the cutting fluid only ovet a small region
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by capillary action. The culling tluid action become, more and more ineffective at the

interface with the increase in V when the chip-tool oontaet becomes almost fully plastic.

The average chip-tool interface temperature ha, been measured under both dr)'

and MQL conditions by tool-work thermocouple techniques during turning of the hardened

AISI 4320 ,teel at ditlcrent cutting velocities and feeds in the present investigation. The

evaluated role of different cutting tluids on average chip-tool interface temperature in

turning the given hardened steel by coated carbide (SMNG-TN 4000) insert at different V

and f combinations under both dry and MQL conditions have been shown in Fig.2.n,

Fig.2,13. Fig.2.14 and Fig.2.IS.
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Fil(.2.n Variation of average chip-tool interface temperature with cutting velocity under

different environments at f= 0.10 mm/rev
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(V) and feed rate (f) lIndcr diflcrcnt cnvjronment~

Tool Wear

Productivity and economy of manufacturing: by machining are ,ignificantly

affected by life of the curling tools. Cutting tools may fail by brittle fracture, plastic

deformation or gradual wcar. In conventional machining, particularly in continuous chip

formation processes like turning, generally the cutting tools fail by gradual wear by

abrasion. adhesion, diffusion, chemical erosion, galvanic action etc. depending \lpon the

tool-work materials and machining condition. Tool wear inilially starts with a relatively

faster mle due 10what is called break-in wcar caused by attrition and micro-chipping at the
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snarp culling edges. Turning by coated carbide inserts having enough strength; toughness

and hot hardness generally fail ny gradual wears,

With the progress ofrnacnining the tools attain erdter Wearat the rake surface and

!lank wear at the clearance surfaces due to continuous interaction and rubbing with the

chips and the work surfaces respectively. The principal Oank wear is the mo,t important

because it raises the cutting forces and rclalcd problems. Again the lite of the tools, wbicb

ultimately fail by the systematic gradual wear, is generally assessed at least for R&D wwk,

by the average value "f the principal flank wear (VB). which aggravate, eutting forees and

temperature and may induee vibration with progress of machining, Wear may grow at a

relatively faster rate at certain locations within the lOneS of flank wear apart from

notching, '1he width of such excessive wear are expressed by VM (maximum !lank wear),

VS (average auxiliary flank wear) and VSM (maximum auxiliary flank "ear). The reason

of tbese preferential wears are the presence of some initial defee! or variation in geometry,

temperature and chip-tool interaction along the cutting edges depending upon tbe tool

geometry, tool-work material, and the conditions of machining. The pattern and extent of

the auxiliary flank wear (VS) affects ,urfaee finish and dimen,ional deviation of the

machined parts. Growth of tool wear is sizeable influenced by the temperature and nature

of interactions of the tool-work interfaces, which again depend upon the machining

conditions for given tool-work pairs, In the prescnt investigations the given insert attained

significant values of VM, VS and VSM in different degree under different conditions, fig.

2.16 shows the schematic view of general pattern of wear.
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Fig.2.16 Schematic view of general pattern of wear

During machining under each condition, the cutting insert was withdrawn at

regular intervals and then the salient features like, VB, VM, VS, VSM, etc. were measured

under metallurgical microscope fitted with micrometer of least count 1.0 !!m. At the end of

the machining and attaining sufficient wear the pattern and extent of wear of each tool was

examined under Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) and the photographs are taken for

onward comparative study.

To reduce the rate of growth of VB, attempts should he made in all possible ways

without much sacrifice the MRR. The growth of principal flank wear, VB with pmgre,s of

machining time recorded while turning the hardened AlSJ 4320 steel by SNMG insert at

V~114 m/min. f=O,IO nunlrev and d~1_0mm under dry. MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL

(va 68 cutting oil) conditions have heen ,ho"n in Fig.2.17. Fig,2.18 shows the growth of

maximum flank wear (VM) with time oh,erved while rurning the hardened A1SI 4320 steel

hy SNMG insert at a particular V, f and d combination under dry, MQL (vegetable oil) and

MQL (VG 68 cutting oil) environments.
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The auxiliary flank wear, which affects dimcnsional accuracy and surface f1nish,

have al,o been recorded at regular intervals of machining under all the conditions

undertaken. The gr(lwth of average auxiliary t1ankwear, VS with time of machining (lfthe

hardened A!SI 4320 steel under diITerentenvironments have been shown in Fig.2, 19,

6300, \1'0" '''"to,ial
Cuumg tool
Couing ,elocity
Fcrd
Llcpth of cut

: hiS] 4320 Ste<:1
: SNMG.1N 4
: 114m/min
: 0, 10 mm/",.'
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£mironm,n!
-o-n",
---t:>- MQl. (vegetohle oil)
--4- MQL (YO 61 cutting oiQ

o 2 4 6 R 10 12 14 16
Machining time, min

fi~.2.19 Grov.1h of average aUl<iliarynank wear (VS) with time recorded during turning

AIS] 4320 steel by SNMG inserts under different environments

To see the actual effeet, of different environments on wear (lfthe carbide insert of

present eont1guration, the SEM views showed the pattern and extent of wear that

devel(}ped at the different surface, of (he tool tips after being used for machining the

hardened A!S! 4320 steel over reas(}nably long perwd. The SEM views of the principal

and auxiliary flank of the worn out SNMG insert after ab(lut 14 minutes of machining

hardened A!S! 4320 steel under dry, MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL (culling oil)

conditions have been shown in Fig.2,20 and Fig,2.21 respectively.
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(c) MQL (VG 68 culting oil) machiniog, 14 min

fig.2.20 SEM view, of principal flank of ",om oul insert undcr (a) dr:' (h) MQl.

(vegetable oil) and (el MQL (VG 68 cutting oil) conditions



(c) MQL (VG 68 cutting oil) machining, 14 min

}<'ig.2.21SEM views of auxiliary llank of \Vorn out insert under (a) dry (b) MQL

(v~gdabl~oil) and (~) MQL (V(, 68 cUlling oil) conditions



2.4.4 Product Qualit)'

Now-a-days quality of the product is very crucial thing. The perf"nnanee and

service life of any machined parls mainly vary hy the quality of that product. For a given

materiai quality is generaliy a,scsscd by dimensional and fonn accuracy and surface

integrity of the product in respect of surfacc roughness, oxidation, corrosion. residual

stresses and surface and subsurface micro-cracks.

To evaluate the quality of the product only the surface roughness and the

dimensional deviations on diameter have been investigated in this pre",nt work.. This

investigation is carried out under different cutting environment at variou; V-f

combinations. But depth of Gutis constant through out the e~periment, i.e. 1,0 mm,

Finished Surface is a ~er)' vital consideration for product quality. This important

index of machinability is substantially innuenced by the machini~g environment for given

tool-work pair and speed-feed conditions, So the development of surface roughness in

continuous machining processes like turning, is caused by

" vibrati"n in thc machining system

n. improper machine set-up

iii. gradual wear of the cutting tool

Surface roughness has bccn measured at two stages. At first stage, the roughness

of [he surface was measured after a few seconds of machining with the sharp tool while

recording the cutting temperature. Here the surface finish has heen measured by a Talysurf
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(Surtronic 3+, Rank Taylor Hob,on Limited) by the machining of the hardened 'leel bar

by the coaled carbide insert at different V-f combination under dry. MQL (soluble oii),

MQL (vegetable oil) and MQL (Ve 68 culling oii), using a sampling length ofO.IOmm.

At second stage, the surface roughness has been measured with the progre,s of

machining while monitoring growth of tool wear with machining time. In this stage the

surface tinish was measured by a Talysurf (Surtronie 3+, Rank Taylor Ilob,on Limited) by

lhe machining of the hardened steel bar by the coated carbide msert at cutting veiocity of

114 m/min, 1.0 mm depth of cut and 0,JOmm/rev feed under dry. MQL (vegetable oil)

and MQL (cutting oil) conditions. As the soiubie oil gave poor performance it has not been

applied at second stage, Hcre the performance is compared among the three environments.

i.e. dry. MQL (vegetahle oii) and MQL (VG 68 culling oil).

The surface roughness, Ra attained of machining of hardened A1SI 4320 stecI by

the sharp coated carbide (SNMG-TN 4000) insert at various V-I' combinations under dry,

MQL(solllblc oil), MQL (vegetabie oil) and MQL (VG 68 culling oil) conditions are

shown in Fig,2.22, Fig,2.23 and fig.2,24 re,peetivcly.

Fig.2.25 shows the variation in surface roughness observed with progress of

machining of the hardened AISI4320 stccI by the SNMG insert at a particular set of V-I'

and d, i,e., 114 m/min. 0.10 mm/rev and 1.0mm respectively, under dry, MQL (vegetabie

oil) and MQL (~lItting oil) conditions. Here the total machining time was considered as

after 14 seconds.
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Dimensional accuracy onen affects the perfonnance and service life of the

machined component. The diameter of the machined part during the straight turning in a

centre lathe is generally found to increase along length of cut due to gradual wear of the

tool tip; decrease due to thennal expansion and subsequent cooling of the job if the job

temperalure rises significantly during machining and increase due to system compliance of

the machine-fixture-tool-work (M-f -°1-W) system under the action of the cutting f(}fces.

So the developmenl (}f dimcnsional deviation in continuous machining processe' like

luming, is caused by

L vibration in the machining system

n, improper machine set-up, tool

lll, excessive heat development

IV, gradual wear of the cutting tool

The order of dimensional dcviations possible due to lhennal expansion of the job

evcn under dry machining and due to compliance of the M-F-T-W "ystem were calculated

for lhe steel specimens being machined lIndcr the present conditions and the values appear

to be extremely small (less than i 11m)comparcd to that possihle due to wear of the tool

tips. Therefore, in the present study, the dimensional deviations are considered to be

mainly due to wear of the tool lips,

'rhe gradual increase in dimensional deviations on diameter observed along the

length of cut on the hardened AiSI 4320 sleel aner one fuJi pass of machining at culting

velocity of 114 mlmin, 0.10 mmlrev feed and 1.0mm depth of cut under dry, MQL

(vegetable oil) and MQL (Vg 68 cutting oil) conditions have been considered. For MQL

environment only the vegetabie oil and VG 68 cutting oii have been applied, Here the
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soluble oil has not been used becau,e it has been found earlier that among (he three given

cutting fluid" soluble oil does not give beuer performance, Dimensional deviation of the

machined work piece has been measured by fiUing a dial gauge of least count 10 Jlm on

the carriage of the machine tool under a complete pass of machining. During machining

gauge reading has been taken in 10mm interval and ploned in Fig.2.26,
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Fig.2.26 Dimensional deviation observed after one full pass turning under dry, MQL

(vegetahle oil) and MQL (VG 68 cutting oil) conditions
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Chapter 3
Discussion on Experimental Results

3.1 MachiningChip

The form (sha~ and colour) and tbickne~, of the chips directly and indirectly

indicate the nature of chip-tool interaction influence by the machining environment. The

pallem of chips in machining ductile metals arc found to depend upon the mechanical

properties of the work material, !ool geometry particularly rake angle, levels of V and f,

nature of chip-tool inleraction and cutting environment. In absence of chip breaker, length

and unifonnity of chips increase with the increale in ductility and softne" of the work

material, tool rake angle and cutting velocity unless the chip-tool interaction is adverse

causing intensive friction and built-up edge fonnalion,

From the Table 2,2 il is stated that under dl)' and MQL condition the shape of the

most ofthe chips are ,narled ribbon. But when V=82 mlmin and f~O,i4 mm/rcv, the shape

of the chips are long tubular under thc application of vegetable oil and e"tting oil. Again

from Table 2.2 it i, clear that when V and f increase, the chip-tooi interaction temperature

increases. Th", chip become much deeper, i,e. from metailic to golden. Again the colour

of the chips have al>o become much lighter depending "pon V amI r due to reduction in

cutting temperature by MQL condition. At dry condition the colour of the chips arc very

deeper, i,e, blue due to high temperature.



It is important to note in Table 2.2 that the role of MQL has been more effective

in re'peet of form (shape) and colour of the chips when the same steel was machined hy

the groove type SNMG insert. Such improvemenl can be attributed to effectively larger

positivc rake of the tool and better cooling by the jet, coming along the groove parallel to

the cutting:edgcs, However, the colour of lhc chips of the alloy steels significantly changed

with the application of minimum quanti!} lubricanl comparing to dry condilion. The colour

of the chips is lighter in MQL condition than dry machining. This seemingly happened due

to reduction in chip-tooi and work-tool interface temperature. But among thc lhree types of

cutting fluids the VG 68 cutting oii shows the favourablc results in this regard.

The chip-thickness ratio (r,) is an important index of chip formation and specific

energy consumption for a given tool-work combinalion, It is evaiuated from the ratio,

f ,in 'P---",r, =-

"
Where,
r, Chip thickness ratio
a, = Chip thickness bcfore cut = f sin'll
a, Chip thickness
f = Feed rate
'P ~ Principal cutting edge angie

(3.1)

During the machining of the metals and alloys, continuous chips are produced and

the value of r, is generally [ess than 1.0 because chip thickness after cut (a,) becomes

greater than chip thickness bcfore cut (at} due to alm(}slall sided compression and friction

at the chip-tooi interfacc, Smaller value of r, mean, larger culling forees and friction and

hence is undesirable,

c



Chip thickness depends on almost all the parameters involved in machining. The

degree of chip thickness which is measured by chip thickness ratio, plays an important role

on cutting forces and hence on cutting energy requirements and cutting temperature. The

eITee! of increase in V and f an" the cllange in environment on the value of chip-thickness

ratio (roJ obtained during turning hardened AlSI 4320 steel are shown in figure from

Fig,2,S to Fig,2, 11which depict some significanl facts;

L values ofr, has all along been less than 1.0

Ii. lhe value of r, has increased by the application of minimum quantity of

lubricant

iii. the value ofr, increases wilh increase in V and f
•

Fig.2.S to Fig,2.l1 show (hat MQL has increased the vallie of chip thickness ratio

for all V-f combinations due to reduclion in friclion at the chip-tool interface, rcduction in

built-up-edge formation and wear at the cutting edges, In ali V-f combinations MQL by

cutting oil and vegetable oil show more effectiven"" lhan soluble oiL The figures from

Fig.2.8 to l'ig,2, 11 clearly show that lhroughout the present experimenlal domain the value

of r, gradually increased with the increase ill V and f in different degree under both dry

and MQL condilions, Among three cutting fluids, culling oil (VG 68) has shown the best

perfonnance, because the value of r, has increa,ed more than thc other two fluids, i,e.

vegetable oil ami soluble oil. The value of r, usuaily increases with the increase in V

particularly at its lower runge duc to plasticization and shrinkage of lhe shear zone for

reduction in friction and buill-up edge formation at the chip-tool interface due to increase

in temperature and sliding velocity. In machining steels by tools like carbide, usually the

possibility of buill-lip edge formation and size and strength of lhe built-up edge, if fonned

"
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gradually increase wilh the increase in temperalure due to increa,e in V and also f and then

decrease with the further increase in V due to too much softening of the chip material and

its removal by high sliding 'peed.

TIle percentage increment in chip-thickness ratio, r, attained by MQL for different

culling velocity and feed have been calculated from lhe previous figure, and shown in

Table 3.1 for hardened AISI 4320 slcel. For ease of comparison. the ranges and averages

of percentage increment in r, has been separalely shown in 'l'ahle3.2 which visualiles how

the beneficial role ()fMQL varicd with different Gulling tluids.

Table 3.1 Percentage increment in chip thickness ralio (r,) due to minimum quantity

lubricant

Fced rate, f, Cutting vcioxiq.',1 Percentage increment in r, under different MQL

mmlrev V, en~'ironmcnts

mlmin MQL MQL MQL

(Soluble oil) (Vcgetable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

82 II 21 42
0, 10 114 13 27 40

163 8 15 25
82 5 14 21

0.12 114 I 0 19 27

163 5 9 15
82 7 16 22

0.14 114 4 " 25
163 9 16 "



rable 3.2 Average percentage increment in chip thickness ratio (rd due to minimum

'luantity lubricant

Savings
A\'erage Pc....,cntag~ increment in r,

MQL MQL MQL

(Soluble oil) (Vcgctable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

Range 4-13 9-27 15-42

Avcragc 8.00 16.78 26.56

From Table 3,1 tile percentage of incremenl in chip thickness rario for rbe staled

V-f combinarion, for MQL by culling oil, vegetable oil and soillble oil over dry condition

are 15-42%,9-27% and 4-13% respcctivcly, It can aiso sbow that at low feed and low

culling spccd increase in cbip tbickness ratio is more. But if feed increase, bellcr result is

sbown at 114 mlmin cutting veiocity, Again Table 3.2 presents that the average value of

percentage incremenl in chip-thickness ratio for MQL by culling oil. vegetable oil and

soluble oil are 26.56%, 16,78% and 8% respectively. So it is concluded tbat cutting oJ!

(VG 68) gives best performance than otber two fluids.

3.2 Cutting Temperature

During bard turning the maximum heat generated at tbe chip-tool interface, as a

result temperature of chip-tool interface is increased quickly. Tbi~ macbining temperature

at the cutting zone needs to be controlled as far as po>sible. Culling temperature increase~

with the increase in ~pecifie energy consumption and material removal rate (MRR), Such

high cutting temperature adversely affects, directly and indirectly, chip formation, cutting

forces, tool life and dimensional accuracy and surface integrity of tbe products, That is

n



why, attempts are made (0 reduce this detrimental cutting temperature, In somc cases dry

culling is preferable in machine to hard material, al low speed. But in ca,e of high speed

machining culling t1uids may apply, Conventional cutling fluid application may, to some

extent, cool the tool and the workpiece in bulk but cannot cool and lubrica(c expeetedly

and ctfectively at the chip-tool interface where the temperature is maximum, This is

mainly because the flowing chips make mainly bulk eontad with the tool rake surface and

may be followed by elastic conlllet just before leaving the contad with the tool. Bulk

contact dnes not allow the cutting fluid to penetrate in the interface. Elastic contact allows

slight penetration of thc cutting fluid only over a small region by capilla')' action. The

CUllingfluid action becomes morc and more ineffeclive at thc interface with the increase in

V when thc chip-tool contact becomes almost fully plastic,

Therefore, application of minimum quantity lubricant (MQL) at chip-tool

interface is expected to improve machinability characleristics that play vital role on

produclivity, product quaiity and overall economy in addition to environment-friendliness

in machining particularly when the cutting temperature is very high, The average chip-tool

interface temperature has been determined by uling thc tool work themmcouple technique

and plotted against different culling vc1ocity, V under dry and MQL environment in

turning hardened steel by wated SNMG insert,

Tbe variation in average chip.tool inlerface tcmperature at differenl culling

velocity, feed and environmenl combinatinns are shown Fig.2.12 to Fig.2.IS. Ihe culling

temperature generally increascs with the increase in V and flhough in different degree due

to increased energy inpul. So. for high-speed machining: il is very important to conlrol the

culling tcmperature. It could be e"peeted that MQL "ould be more cffcctive at higher

OJ



values of V and f. Fig.2. 12 to Fig.2. 15 show that MQL is bctter than dry machining for all

the V-f combinations but among three tluids used for MQL, culling oil shows best results,

secondly vegctable oil and than soluble 011.

It is evident from Fig.2.12 to Fig.2.15 that as the culling velocity and feed rate

increases. the percentage reduction in average cutting temperature decreases. II may be for

the reasom lhat, thc bulk contact of the chips with lhe tool with the increase in V and f do

not allow significant enlr)' of coolant jet. Only possible reduction in !he chip-tool contact

length by the MQL coolant jel parlicularly !hat which cOmes along the auxiliary cutting

edge can reduce the temperature to some exlent particularly when the chip velocity is high

due 10 higher V. So, at industrial ;peed-feed conditions, this amount of reduction in

average culling lempcraturc is quite significant in pertaining tool life a.nd surface fini,h.

Here cutting oil gives good performance among other culling fluids.

The percentage saving in average chip-lool intcrface temperature 0 attained by

MQL for different V-I" combinations have been extraded from the previous figure, and

shown in Table 3.3 for hardened AlSI 4320 steel. For convenience of comparison, the

ranges and averages of percentage savings in 0 have been separately shown in Table 3.4

"hich visualizes how the beneficial role of MQL varied wi!h different cutting fluids.



Table 3.3 Percentage reduction in cbip-tool interface tempemture (e) due to minimum

quantity lubricant

Feed rate, f, Cutting veiocity,1 Percentage ...,dudion in II under diffc...,nt MQL

mm/rev V, en,'ironments

m/min MOL MOL MOL

(Soluble oil) (Vegetllble oil) (VG 68 eutting oil)

82 10 13 16

0.10 114 8 10 15

163 7 8 13

82 9 II 13

0,12 114 8 9 13

163 6 8 13

82 8 II 13

0.14 114 7 I0 12

163 7 8 II

Table 3.4 Average percentage reduction in e due to minimum qllantity lubricant

A.-erage percentage reduction in II

Sa\'ings MOL MQL MOL

(Soluble oil) (Vegctable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

Range 7-10 8-13 ll-16

Average 7.78 9.78 13.22

From the Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 it is found that, in case of MQL by cutting oil

and vegetable Qil among all V-f combination:; the reduction in cutting temperature for

V=82m!min and f=0.1 0 mmlrev is more. 1n this V-f combination temperature reduction

under MQL by cutting oil, vegetable oil and soluble oil varies fram 6-11%, 3-8% and

1-5% respectively. It can be noticed that with the increase in teed rate MQL becomes less

i



effectivc at higher cutting velocity but it shows better performancc at iower cutting

velocitie,. This may be due to the increase in chip load and increase in plastic contact

length during culting prevents the MQL to enter into the chip-toolmterface. More over, it

shows best reduction at higher velocity for lower feed rate, Again Table 3.4 presents that

the average percentage reduction in chip-tool interaction temperature under MQL by

cutti~g oil, vegetable oil and soiuble oil are 8.11%, 4,78% a~d 2.67% re'peClivc!y.

Therefore, in all the tests through Ou!the entire experiment, MQL with cutting oil (VO 68)

shows thc best performance due to its bctter cooling and lubricatioo irrespcctive of speed

feed and depth of cul.

3.3 CuttingToolWear

It is already mentiooed that wear of cutting tools are generally quantitatively

assessed by thc magnitudes of VB, VS, VM, VSM etc. shown in l'ig,2.16, out ofwhleh

VB is considered to bc the most significant parameter at least in R&D work, )( was

reported [91,92] earlier that appiication of conventional culling fluid does not always help

in reducing tool wear in machining slec!s by carbides rather may Hggravatewear,

Among the different tool wears, the principal flank wear is the most important

because it raises (he culling forces and the related problems. The life of carbide tools,

which mostly fail b) wearing, is assessed by the actual machining timc atter which the

average vaiue (VB) of its principal t1ank wear reache, a limiting value, like 300J-lrn

Thereforc attcmpts should he made to reduce thc rate of growth of flHnk wear in ali

possible ways without sacrificing MRR. The cuning insert has heen withdrawn at regular



intcrvals to study the pallern and cxtent of wear on main and auxiliary flanks undcr both

dry and MQL conditions.

The gradual growlh of VB, the predominant parametcr to ascertain the end of tool

life, has oh>ervcd during turning of hardcned AISI 4320 steel by coated carbide (SNMG-

TN 4000) insens at a cutting velocity 114 mlmin, feed rate 0.1Ommlrev and depth of cut

1.0 mm under dry and MQL have been shown in Fig. 2.17. It is clearly observed from the

Fig.2.17 that the principal flank wcar (VB) decreases significantly under MQL condition.

As from the previous discussion it is oblained that MQL by cutting oil and vegetable oil in

feed 0.10 mm/rev, culling velocity 114 m/min and dcptll of cut 1.0 mm is more effective

\0 tile wear parameters are selected considering these fact. Agam Fig.2.IS .hows lhc

growth of maximum t1ank wear (\1M) witll progress of machining recorded while turning

the hardened AISI 4320 steel. undertaken by the SNMG inserl, at the given cutting

velocity (114m/min), feed (0.1O mmlrev) and deptll of cut (1.0 mm) under dry and MQL

conditions. MQe cooling enabled sharp reduction in VM W1ththe progre" of machining.

Anolhcr important tool wear crileria is average auxiliary fiank wear (as shown in

Fig.2.19) which governs lhe surface finish on the job as well as dimensional acCUTIlCY.

Irregular and higher auxiliary Hank wear leads to poor surface finish and dimensional

inaccuracy. The gro\\1h of VS has been depicted in Fig. 2.19 for different environments

and hcrc also MQL cooling permit quick reduction in VS with the progress of machining.

So, it is clearly appears from Figures that the rate of growlh of flank wears (VB, VM and

VS) decreases substantially by MQL wilen turning steel by SNMG inserts. Pressurized jel

of MQL has easily been dmgged into the plastic contacl by its higll energy jet, cools llle

n



interface and lubricate properly. It not only coob the interface but also reduces ti"ictional

heat generation by lubricating the friction zones,

It is also evident trom Fig.2. 17 that application of minimum quanlily lllbriealltjet

ha, sub,tantial1y reduced growth of VB. Such improvement by MQL jet can be attributed

mainly to retention of hardne" and sharpness of the cutting edge for their steady and

intensive cooling, protection from oxidation and corrosion and absence of built-up edge

formation, which accelerale, both crater and flank wear by flaking and chipping. Fig.2.17

al,o shows that VB decreases much fa,lCr in case of applying culling oil than vegetahle oil

because of its appreciable chernical properlics.

The auxiliary flank wear, which occurs due to rubhing of the tool tip against the

finished surface, causes dimensional inaccuracy and worsens the surface f1nish. Gradual

decrease in depth of cul whieh is proportional 10 lhe width VS of that wear increases lhe

diameter of the job in straight lurning with the progress of machining. And the irregularily

developed in the auxiliary cutting edge due to wear impairs the surface finish of the

product.

The results of the experimental sludy have been presently carried out on tooi wear

III machining hardened AISI 4320 ,teel under different envimnmcnts. Application of

convenlional method and type of culting fluId like soluhle oil doe, nol help in reducing

wear Or improving tool life. Bul proper applIcation of MQL in the form of jet provide,

substantial improvement. Such benef1t of MQL may be attributed mainly to reduction of

abrasive and chemIcal wear at the tool l1anks and also po"ible control of chip-tool

interaction and thereby built-up edge formalion which not only adds l1aking wear but also

, ,•••



a~~e1eraleschipping of the ~utting edges by inducing vibration. I'he cutting oii shows

appreciahle performance in this regard.

Appiication of MQL has provided substantial improvement. Both flank and crater

wear have been much uniform and much smaller in magnitude and without any notch

wear. In the process of systematic grov.1hof cutting tool wear, the cutting tools usually

first undergo rapid wear called break-in wcar at the beginning of ma~hining due to attrition

and micro-chipping and then unifonnly and reiativciy slow mechanical wear foilowcd by

faster wear at the end, The mechanism and rate of growth of cutting tool wear depend

much on the mechanical and chemical properties of tool and the work matcrials and their

behaviour undcr the cutting condition. While machining this steel, no notching has bccn

found to develop in any of the inserts even under dry machining condition possihly for less

hardenahil ity and more chemical stability of thi. steel.

In uninterruptcd machining of ductiIe metals by tools like carbides at reasonably

high V and 1',craler wear is governed mainly hy adhe,ion and ditt'usion for rubbing at

higher stresses and tempcraturc and flank wear mainiy by abrasion for iesser pressure and

temperature, But adhesion and diffusion type temperature sensitive wear may also occur,

in addition [0 abrasion wear, at the tool flanks if the flank temperature become. high.

Turning of strong metal iike hardcned AlSI 4320 steei at reasonably high V (114 m/min)

and f (O.lOmm/rev) under dry condition is expected to cauSe sufficiently high temperature

at the tool flanks, Therefore, adhesion and diffu.ion are also likely to have contributed in

the flank wear in the present case, and MQL seemingiy prevented such temperature

sensitive adhesion and diffusion as well as reduced abrasion wears. But the wcar is

decreased more due to the application of cutting oil than vegetablc oil.



The SEM views of the w()rn ()ut inserts after machining of hardened AISI 4320

steel at a particular V-f-d combination under diffcrent environments for different times

spans, shown in Fig.2.20 and Flg.2.21, qualitatively indicale thaI MQL has provided

sizeable reduction in overall wear of the Insert, Flg.2.20 also show thai principle Dank

wear occurred more or less unifOlmly along lhe main cutting edge of the SNMG tool and

under different environments in machining the AISI 4320 steel. However, VM sizeably

decreased due to MOL as can be seen in fig.2,18. Sub,tantial reduction in average

auxiliary flank wear (VS) in SNMG inserls enabled by present MQL in machining AISI

4320 steel has been revealed in Fig.2.19 and Fig.2,21. So it is found that cutting oil

increase tool life by decreasing tool wear.

3.4 ProductQuality

The value of any machined product of given material is generally assessed by

surface intcgrity and dimensional accuracy, which govern lhc performance and service life

of that product. For the present study, only dimensional accuracy and surfacc nnish have

been considered for assessment of quality of product under dry and MQL machining.

Surface finish i, an important index of machinability or grind-ahi lity because lhc

quality of any machined product of given material is generally a"essed by dimensional

accuracy and surface integrily, which govern the performance and service life of that

product. Generally, good ,urface fini,h, if essenlial, Is achieved by finishing processe.' like

grinding but sometime, it i, left to machining. The major causes behind de~elopment of

surface roughness in continuous machining processes are:



i. regular feed mark<;left by the tool tip on the finished surface

ii. irregular deformation of the amdliary cutting edge at lhe tool-lip due to

chipping, fraeruring and wear

IU. vibration in the machining system

IV. buiit-up edge fonnalion, irany

Even in ab",nce of ail othcr sourees, the turned ,urraee inherently attains some

amount of roughness of systemalic and uniform configuralion, due to feed marks. The

peak value of such roughness depend, upon the vaiue of feed, f and lhe geometry of the

rurning io.<erts,Nose radills essentially imparts edge strength and better heat dissipalion at

the tool tip but its main contribution is drastic reduclion in the aforesaid surface roughness

as indicated by the simple relatio",hip,

(3.2)

Peak value of roughnelS caused due to feed marks
~ Nose radius of the turning inserts
~ Feed rate

f'
hm 8,
Where,

"",
f

In actuai machining, particuiarly at high feed and eulting velocity, the peak value,

hm may decrea,e, due to rubbing over the feed mark ridges by the inner sharp edge of the

flowing chip,. Further deterioration of the cutting edge profile takes piace due to chipping,

wear etc, Fonnalion ofbuHt-up edge may also "orsen Ihc surface by further chipping and

flaking of the tool malerials and by overt10wing to the auxiliary flank at the tooi-tip.



For the present study, only surface finish has been considered for assessment of

quality of product under dry and MQL machining. Surface roughnes> i, an importllJ1t

measuring criterion ofmachinabHity because performance and service life of the machined

component are often affected by its surface finish, nature and extent of residuai stresses

and presence of surface or sub,urface micro-cracks, if any. particularly when that

componenl is to be used under dynamic loading or in conjugation with some other mating

part. However, il is evident that MQL improve, ;urface finish depending upon tbe work-

1001matcnals and mainly through controlling the deterioration of the auxiliary cutting

edge by abrasion, chipping and buill"up edge formation.

feed force as well as chip thickness ratio i, responsible for surface roughness

along the longitudinal direction of the turned job. Usually surface roughness decreases

witb the ,increase in cutting velocity as culling force decreases and chip thickness ratio

increases with the increase in cutting speed. Fig 2,22 to Fig.2.24 show the variation of the

values of surface roughness, Ra attained of macbining of hardened AISl4320 steel by the

sharp SNMG insert; at various V-f combinations under dry and MQL (vegetable oil,

cutting oil and soluble oil) condition;. The surface roughness increase' with the increase in

feed, l' and decreases wilh lhe increase in V, Increase in f raises Ra mainly. Reduction in

Ra with the increase in V may be attributed to smoother chip-tool interface with lesser

chance of built-up edge formalion in addition to possible truncation of lhe feed marks and

slight flattening of tbe «Jlll-tip. Incrcase in V may also cause slight smoothing of the

abraded auxiliary cutting edge by adhesion and diffusion type wear and thus reduces

;urface roughness, So, cutting velocily, V influences on surface roughne" under dry and

MQL machining, It is clear that the surface roughness quite decreases with increa,ing



culling velocity under dry machining. ln case ofMQL machining, surface roughness faster

decreases with increases cutting velocity. Thi\ is mainly because of fonnation "f built-up

edge frequently and behaviour of materials to be machined in dry machining compared

that ofMQL.

It appearj from Fig 2.22 to Fig.2.24 that surface roughness grows quite fajt under

dry machining due to more intensivc tcmperature and stresses at the lool-tips. MQL

condilion appeared to be effective in reducing surface rouglmess. However, it is evidcnt

that MQI. improves surfacc finish depending upon the work-tool materials and mainly

through controlling the deterioration of the auxiliary culling edge by abrasion, chipping

and built-up edge fonnation. !l has been also observed that the roughne,s of the machined

surfaccs is high at high feed rates and vicc versa, under dry and MQL conditions. The

factor, innuencc in lhat phenomenon is the irregular deformation of the auxiliary cutting

edge at the tool-tip due chipping, fracturing and "ear.

H is evident in Fig 2.22 to Fig.2.24 that MQL could provide margioal

improvement in surface finish. The slight improvement in surface finish by MQL might be

duc !o reduction in break-in wear and al,o possibly reduction or prevention of buill-up

edge formation depending upon the work material and cutting condition. Compared among

vegelable oil, cutting oil and :;oluble, culling oil gives best performance and ,oluble oil

gives wm,t performance. Decauje at higher speed and fecd rate, cutting oil give' beuer

jurface fini,h than other two cutting fluids.

The percentage saving in averagc surface roughness Ra altained by MQL for

differenl V-f combinations have been exlraeted trom the previous figures and shown in



Table 3,5 for hardened AISI4320 steel for convenience of comparison, the ranges and

average, of percentage savings in Ra have been separately ,hown in Table 3.6 which

visualizes how the beneficial role of MQL varied with different cutting nuid~.

Table 3.5 Percentage reduction In ,urface roughness (Ra) due to mlflllnum quanlity

lubricant

Feed rate, f, Cutting velocity, Percentage reduction in RIl under different MQL

mm/rev V, environmenh

mlmin MQL MQL MQL

(Soluble oil) (Vegetable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

82 3 " 21
0.10 114 5 13 27

163 7 15 32
82 7 12 20

0.12 114 7 14 22
163 6 10 19
82 6 12 20

0.14 114 J 10 23
163 4 13 26

Table 3.6 Average percenlagc [cduction in Ra due to minimum quantity luhricanl

Average percentage reduction in Ib

Savings MQL MQI, MQL

(Solnble oil) (Vegetable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)

R<illg' n 10-15 19-32

Average 5.11 12,22 23.33



From thc Table 3.6 it is shown that in respect of surfacc roughness MQI. is better

for 1'=0,10mm/rev and V=163 m/min. The value "[percentage reduction for cutting oil,

vegetable oil and soluble oil arc 19-32%, 10-15% and 3-7%re'peetively. Again the

average pcrcentage reductions are 23.33%. 12.22% and 5,11% for cutting oil, vegetable oil

and soluble oil respectively. So it is clear that surface roughncss is reduced under MQL

condition than dry through out the V-f combinations but MQL by culling oil and vegetable

oil show better results.

Surface mughne,s for each trcatment has been also measured at regular intervals

while carrying out machining for tool wear study. It has been found that <urface roughness

grew substantially, though in different degree under differcnt tool-work-environment

combinations, with the progress of machining. fig. 2.25 sho"s the variation in sutfacc

roughness observed with progrcss of machining of the hardened AISI 4320 Iteel by thc

SNMG insert at a particular set of V (114m/min), f (0, 10mm/rev) and d (1.0 mm) under

dry and MQL CQnditionsat machining timc 14 scconds. Fig.2.25 reveals the pattern of

growth of surface roughness, Such observations indicate distinct correlation hetv.-een

auxiliary tlank wear and surface roughne" also like dimensional deviation. Wear at the

tool flanks is caused mainly by micro-chipping and abrasion unlike crater wear where

adhesive and diffusion "ear are predominant particularly in machining steels by coated

carbidcs. The minute grooves produced by abra,ion and chipping roughen the auxiliary

cutting edge at the tool-tip, which is directly reflected on the finished surface. Deep

notching. If develops at the tool-lip would enhance surface roughness, Built-up edge

fonnation also is likely to affect surface finish directly being particularly stacked to the



cuUing cdge as well as finished surfacc and indirectly hy causing chipping and flaking at

the tool lip.

From the Fig. 2,25 it is clear that sur/:1ceroughness gradually increascs as usual

with the machining time due to gradual increases in auxiliary t1ank "ear (VS). In case of

aHoy steels, which as such has produced higher surface roughness under dry machining

expectedly due to more intensive lempemlllre and stresses at the tool-lips, MQL has

appeared 10 be more effective in reducing surface roughness as it did for auxiliary flank

wear, The rate of increa,e in sur/ace roughness decreases (0 signillcant extent when

machining has been done under minimum quantity lubrication which not only reduced the

VS but also possibly of built-up edge fonnation due!o reduction in temperalure, However,

it i, evident that MQL jet substantially improves surface finish depending upon the work-

tool materials and mainly through controlling the delerioralion of the auxiliary cutting

edge by abrasive, chipping and buill-up edge formation. Among different MQL condition

culling oil Is the best performer because surfacc roughness decreased to a large ex!enl by

application of cutting oii (VO 68).

Fig,2.26 shows the effect of MQL by vcgctable oil and cutting oil on the

dimensional accuracy of the turned job, The finishcd job diameter generally deviates from

its desired value with the progress of machining, i,e. along the job-length mainly due to

chanb'Cin !he etJectlve depth of cuI for ""eral rCaSOnSwhich include wear of the tool

nose, over all compliance of the machine-fixture-tool-work system and thennal expansion

of !he job during machining followed by cooling. Therefore, if the machine-fixlurc-tool-

work system is rigid, variation in diameter would bc governed mainly by the heal and

cutting temperature. Wilh thc increase in temperature the rale of growth of auxiliary Dank



wear and !hennal expansion of the j"b will incrcasc, MQL takes away the major portion of

heat and redllces thc temperature resulting from decreasc in dimensional deviation

Performance of cutting oil is found better than that of vegetable oil in controlling the

deviation of dimension during machining hardened steel.

Fig.2.26 clearly sh"ws that dimensional inaccuracy can be sizably reduced by thc

present method of MQL jet in machining hardened AISI 4320 steel rod by carbide insert,_

Careful observation of the figure presenting dimensional deviations under various

machining conditions and those presenting averagc auxiliary flank wear vi,ualise, that

dimensional deviations observed have cl"," relation with corresponding auxilial)' flank

wear Fig,2.26 and Fig.2.i 9 show that the nature of increa,e of dimensIonal deviation with

the progreSj of machining ATSI 4320 steel rod is quite similar to that of growth of

auxiliary flank wear (VS). Dimensional Inaccuracy has been respectively enhanced and

rcduced by application of MQL, expectedly, in the way VS ilas been respectively rai,ed

and reduced. Therefore, increaje in diameter is almost directly rclated to that of auxiliary

flank wear. However, it is clear from fig.2.26 tilat the u,e of minimum quantity of

lubricant hy va 68 culling oil has reduced the dimensional inaccuracy remarkable in

compare to vegetable oil.
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Recommendations

4.1 Conclusions

Metal cutting fluids change the perfmmancc of machining operations because of

the;, lubrication, cooling and chip flushing functions. But lypically in the machining of

hardened steel materials no cutting fluid is applied in the interest of low culling forces and

low environmental impacts_ Though dry culling of hardened steel gives low cutting forces

and better surface finish, it worsens the cutting edge, of the 1001rapidly due to softening of

the to"l from the high curting temperature. Minimum quantity lubrication (MQL) presents

itself as a viable alternative for machining hardened steel with respect to chip fonnalia",

curting temperature, .001 wear surface roughness and dimensional deviation. I:lasedon the

observation and the experimental results obtained, the following conclusions are made:

(i) Application of minimum quantity lubricant (MQL) jet not only can reduce

cutting fluid requirement bul also subsmntial technological benefits as has

been observed in machining hardened AISI 4320 steel by coated carbide

insert (SNMG-TN 4000)_

(ii) Due to the application of minimum quanrity lubricant (MQL) in turning

hardened AISI 4320 steel, the shape and colour of lhe chip> became



favourable for more effective and efficient cooling and improved chip-tool

interaction. Chip thickness ratio increases more predominantly by the use of

MQL than dry condition because MQL reduces the fridion and

compression of the chip ahead of the advancing tool. MQL by VG 68

cutting oii shows the best results than vegetable oil and soluble oil in

respect of chip thickness ratio. Minimum quantity iubticant by YG 68

cutting oil has increased the chip thickness ration (r,) hy 15 to 42%,

(iii) The present MQL ,}stems enabled reduction in average chip-tooi interface

temperature upto 16% depending upon the types of cutting fluids and even

such apparentiy smail reduction, unlike common belief, enabled significant

imprQvement in the major machinability i~dices_MQL by YG 68 cutting oH

is more effective among the three environments.

(iv) The most noteworthy contribution of appiication of MQL jet in machining

hardened A1Si 4320 steel by coated carbide insert undertaken is the high

redlletion in flank wear, which wouid permit either remarkable

improvement in tool life Or enhancement of productivity allowing higher

entting velocitv and feed, Such reduction in tool wear might have been

possible for retardatiQn of abrasion and notching, decrease or prevention of

adhesion and diffusion type thcnnaily sensltive wear at the flanks and

reduction of built-up edge fonnation which aeeeierates wear at tbe culling

edges by chlpping and flaking. Cutting tool wear, flank wear in particular

have decreased substantially due to the retardation of the temperature

sensitive wear, iike diffusion and adhesion when rurning hardened steel



under minimum quantity lubricant by VG 68 cutting oil in comparison to

other environments.

(v) The surfaee finish obtained wilh lhe use ofMQL is better than lhal oblained

in the ease of dry machining because MQL redu~ed auxiliary nank wear

thaI is responsible for surfa~e roughness. also redu~ed or eliminaled the

formation or possibility of formation of buill-up edge due to reduction in

tlank temperature. Cutting oj] is the best perfmmer than vegetable oil and

the higher value of redu~tion of surfa~e roughness is observed during

ma~bining at 114 mlmin with feed rate 0.10 mmfrev.

(vi) Minimum quantity lubricant (MQL) not only enhan~ed tool life but also

improved surface finish and dimensional accuracy mainly by reducing the

damage ofthe tool nOse in machining the hardened sleels. MQL by VG 68

cutting oil and vegetable oil has reduced tool wear, improved surface finish

and dimensional a~~uracy in comparison to dry machining hut MQL by VG

68 cutting oil performed better in comparison to MQL by vegetahle oil.

4.2 Recommendations

(i) In this research only one MQL jct is applied along the rake ,urfaee. Other

application methods, for example, along the main cutting edge and /lank

surface, ~an he further investigated in tile future, The best solution of

application methods to control tool wear and air quality can be offered

through studying those configuralions,



(ii) All testing presented in this work used SNMG tool geometry. although it is

not expected that this gcomctry is optimal for any or all caseS. Previous

work has shown that 1001geometry affccts nearly everything about the

process: chip formation mode, cutting temperature, tool wcar and failure,

surface finish, residual stresses, and white layer generatkm. So experimental

work should be used to identify the best tool geometry for different

materials, cutting conditions, and applications.

(iii) This research work only focused On the effect of minimum quantity

lubricant (MQL) on tool performance and product dimension accuracy. To

achieve a bcttcr understanding of the machining process planning with

environmental conccrns as a factor of consideration, the cutting fluid

alomintion hehavior in near dry turning process in order to estimate the

resulting air quality can be further investigated in thc future.

(iv) In this work, the pattern of now is not considered. So for future

investigations the pattern of now of jet can be measured, i.e., whetber it is

laminar or turbulent. Though turbulent flow i, able to transport more heat in

comparison to laminar jet, but for more thinning of jet lamina flow jet is

preferable. With increase in air pressure and nozzle tip diameter, the

effective laminar flow pattern for mOre effective and efficient cooling can

be easily maintained.
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Appendix

Table-l Chip thickn~s. ratio (rJ under dry condition

Feed rate, f, Cutting vclodt)', Uncul chip Chip thickness, Chip thickness

mmlrev V, m/min thickness. a" rom a" min ratio, T,

82 0,09659 0.25 0,38

0.1 114 0.09659 0.21 0.45

163 0,09659 0.19 0.52

82 0.1159 0.28 0.42

0.12 114 0.1159 0.24 0.48

163 0.1159 0.21 0.55

82 0.1352 0.30 0.45
0.14 114 0.1352 0.27 0,51

163 0.1352 0.24 0,56

Table-2 Chip thickne•• rati" (r,) under MQL (soluble oil) condition

Feed rate, f, Cutting vel"city, Uncut chip Chip thicknes'<, Chip thickness

mm/rev V, mlmin thickness, ai, min a" rnm ralio, f,

82 0,09659 0.23 0.42

0.1 114 0.09659 0.19 0.51
163 0.09659 0.17 0.56

82 0.1159 0.26 0.44

0,12 114 0.1159 0.22 0.53

163 0.ll59 0.20 0.58

82 0.1352 0.28 0.48

0.14 114 0.1352 0.26 0.53

163 0.1352 0.22 0.61



Table-3 Chip thickness ratio (r,) under MQL (ve~etableoil) condition

Feed rate. f, Cutting velocity, Uncut chip Chip thickness. Chip thickne"

mmlrev V, m/min thickness, ai, mm a" mm ralio, r,

82 0.09659 0.21 0.46

0.1 114 0.09659 0.17 0.57

163 0.09659 0.16 0.6

82 0.1l59 0.24 0.48

0,12 114 0.1l59 0.20 0.57

163 0.li59 0.19 0.6

82 0.1352 0.26 0.52

0,14 114 0.1352 0.23 0,58

163 0.1352 0.21 0,65

Table-4 Chip thickness ratio (r,) under MQL (VG 68cutting oil) condition

Feed rate, C Cutting velocity, I.~Uncut chip Chip thickne", Chip thickness

mmlrev V, m/min thickness, al. mm a" mm ratio, r,

82 0,09659 0, i8 0.54

0.1 114 0.09659 0,15 0.63

163 0,09659 0,16 0.65

"7 0,1159 0,23 0.51

0.12 114 0,1159 0,19 0.61

163 0,1159 0,18 0.63

82 0,1352 0.25 0.55

0.14 114 0,1352 0,21 0.64

163 0,1352 0,20 0.68
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Table-5 Chip-t{l{ll interface temp"rature ( 0C) under dry condition

Feed rate, t~mm/rev Cutting velocity, Y, Milivoltmeter reatling Temperature
m/min (mY) (0 C)

82 12.68 889
0.1 114 I 13.54 909

163 I 14.06 920
82 13.02 897

0.12 114 13.82 915
163 14.56 930
82 13.68 912

0.14 114 14.61 930
163 15.56 945

Table-6 Chip.tool interface temperature (0 C) under MQL (soluble oil) condition

Feetl rate, f, mm/rev Cutting velocity, Y, Milivoltmeter reading Temperature
m/min (mV) (0 C)

82 10.4 820
0.1 114 I 12.48 884

163 13.13 900
82 10.28 816

0.12 114 11.04 842
163 l2.l3 874
82 10.96 839

0.14 114 11.82 865
163 12.32 879
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Table-7 Chip-tlHJlintcnace temperature (0C) under MQL (vegetable oil)
condition

Feed rate, r, mm/rcv Cutting velocity, V, Milivollmelcr reading Temperature

m/min (mY) ("C)

82 9.14 m
0.1 114 I 10.34 81.

163 11.22 847
82 9.78 798

0.12 114 10.74 832
163 11.49 856
B2 10.18 812

0,14 114 10.9 837
163 11.94 869

Table-S Chip-tool interface temperature (0 C) under MQL (VG 68 cutting oil)
condition

Feed rate, r, mm/rev Cutting velocity, Y, Milivoltmeter reading Temperature

mlmin (mY) (" C)

82 8.52 747
0.1 114 9.14 m

163 9.88 801
82 9.32 780

0.12 114 9,74 796
163 10.08 809
82 9.66 793

0.14 114 10.33 818
163 11.02 841
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Tnble-9 Tool Wear under d'1' condition

Time Average principal t1ank Average maximum f1ank Average auxiliary flank
(min) wear (VB). ~m wear (VMl, Jllll wear (VS),-Jlm
0 0 0 0
1.27 65 73 52
2.54 100 110 77
3.81 125 137 9.
5.09 145 157 115
6.36 160 170 129
7.63 175 180 142
8.90 185 188 155
10,18 200 196 168
11.45 215 207 183
12,72 230 222 200
14 245 243 222

Tablc-10 Tool Wenr under MQL (vegetable oil) condition

Time AVerag~r~~~~~al flank Averagelr~~imum f1ank Average au~~~~ryflank
(min) wear VB); urn wear VM), Jllll wear (VS . ~m
0 0 0 0
1.27 50 53 36
2.54 75 79 55
3.81 90 97 72
5.09 109 111 86
6.36 120 121 99
7.63 130 130 112
8.90 140 139 125
10,18 150 149 138
11.45 162 161 153
12,72 175 m 171
14 190 202 191
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Table-ll ToolWear nnder MQL (VG68 cutting nil) condition

Time Average principal flank Average maximum flank Average.a{~~~I~ary flank
(min) wear (VB); urn wear (VM). ~m wear VS. ill

0 0 0 0
1.27 38 37 29
2.54 56 56 46
3.81 71 70 59
5.09 82 79 70
6.36 93 86 7'
7.63 106 92 86
8.90 114 99 93
10.18 121 108 101
11.45 131 120 112
12.72 1<0 138 '"14 >4' 163 142

Tahlc.12 Surface Roughness (Ra), "m
Feed rale, Cutting velocity, Environments
r, mm/rev V, mlmin Dry MOL MOL MQL

(Soluble oil Ye!!etable oil) (VG 68 cutting oil)
82 0.7 0,68 0.62 0.55

0.1 114 0.63 0.6 0.55 0.46
163 0.59 0.55 n.5 OA
82 0.75 0.7 0.66 0.6

0,12 114 0.73 0.68 0.63 0.57
163 0.67 0.63 0.6 0.54
82 0.85 0.' 0,75 0.68

0,14 114 0.8 0.78 0,72 0.62 I
163 0.78 0.75 0,68 0.58 I
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Table-13 Surface Roughness (R:I) with macbining time (pm)

Time Environments
(Min) D MQL Ye etable oil) MQL(YG 68 cuttin oil)
0 0 0 0
1.27 1.02 0.76 0.54
2.54 1.54 1.18 0.82
3.81 1.90 1.46 0.98
5.09 2.12 1.64 1.04
6,36 2.24 1.74 1.04
7,63 2.30 1.80 1.06
8,90 2.34 1.84 1.10
10,18 2.42 1.94 Ll5
11.45 2,56 2.08 1.16
12,72 2,80 2.32 1.25
14 3.20 2.68 1.46

Tablc-14 Dimensional Deviation (Pm)

Length Environmenls
(mm) D,S MQL (Ve etablc oil) MQL YG (,8 culling oil)
0 0 0 0
10 18.75 12 5
20 36.25 25 15
30 46.25 35 22
40 56.25 45 30
50 67.5 58 39.25
60 76.25 65 48,75
70 85,5 " 58,5
80 93,75 83 M
90 105 92 73.5 I
,"0 115 '"3 83.25
110 123.75 112 90.25
120 132.5 120.5 97.5
130 142,5 127.5 109.75
140 151.75 132.5 117.5
ISO 160.25 141.5 123.5
160 166,5 150.5 135
170 173.25 159 140
ISO lSI 163.5 1'"
190 189.5 172.5 153
200 199.5 i82.5 160
210 210.5 192 168
220 220.5 202.5 175
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